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Notions from classical general tolx)logy are developed in p',~rallel in a constructive context 
apd in interpretations in sheai mt~de[s. These include the To, T l, ~t'~ ser~aration Ninciples, 
(compiete) regularity, normality, compactne,;s and connectedness. Intuitioni~tic confirmity prin- 
ciples are also considered. 
1. Basic notions 
1.1 Preamble 
Our object in this paper is to study some of the basic concepts of classical 
general topology from two points of view: as a part of constructive mathematics 
oll the one hand, and as a par't of 'mathematics in sheaves' on the other. These 
two aspects reinforce one another m,~tually, since the sheaf models provide 
examples to guide choices of definition etc. in constructive topology, while 
provabili~? by co;,s ntctive means guarantees validity in the models. Our general 
plan therefore is 1o develop these two strands m parallel ip~ investigating separa- 
lion principles, compactness, connectedness and continuity principles; we pay 
particular attention to properties of the real numbers as they appear construc- 
tively or in sheaves. 
The sense of 'constructive" proof used here we take to be in a system of 
higher-order intuitionistic logic with power-types and full comprehension, and a 
type of natural numbers atisfying Heyting's arithmetic with full induction, such as 
that described in detail in Fourman and Scott [4]. This is a kind of 'minimal' 
system for doing topology with a basis of intuitionistic logic, as well as being the 
natural system for ~nterpretation in the models. Not surprisingly, topology shows a 
sensitivity to the assumption of various principles (of choice, continuity, Bar 
Induction, Fan Theorem etc.) which are 'constructively acceptable', though they 
may or may not hold in the models. Previous investigations in this area (papers of 
Freudenthal and Troelstra, and Bishop [1]) have tended to assume such principles, 
besides concentrating on structures (such as metrics) wkich are not 'pro-ely 
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topological' in the modern sense, Ore' present reatment is more 'abstract', though 
many of the ideas are latent in those papers, but our main poilzt of divergence 
from the intuitionistic (constructive) lradition represented there comes with not 
assuming principles of countable choice; for the record we state the fl~ree most 
relevant forms: 
AC-NN: Vm 3n.P(m, n) -~ 3f  : N "-'," N[Vm.P(m, f(m))], 
CAC: Vm 3a ~ A.P(m, a) ~ :If: N--~ A[Vm.P(m, f(m))], 
DC: Va~A 3b~A.P(.a~b)--+ Va~A : I f :N - .~A 
If(0) = a A Vm.P(f(m), f(m + 1 ))]. 
At several points we will note topological consequences of these and other 
principles, and flwn give examples of models where these fail; thus we hope to 
give an impression of the range of possibilities available within a 'constructive' 
framework. 
In this present section we set down the basic notions and nolations that we will 
he using. 
1.2. Set theoretic notions 
The power-set P(X) of a set X consists of all subsets of X, and we have on it tile 
usual operations of intersection, union and difference ( f'l, N,  U, [ j ,  \0. A subset 
A c X is inhabited iff =Ix ~ ,k\ x ¢ A. 9} is the empty set; relatkms and functions are 
dealt with as usual, as are also cove~s, refinements ar'd filters. A filter ~ is proper 
iff all its elements are inhabited. 
N, ~ and °O~ denote the natural numbers, integers and rationals respectively. 
Aa aparmess relation on a set X is a symmetric relation & satisfying 
(i) Vx, y~X( -Tx#y <-~x = y), and 
(ii) Vx, y ,z~X(x#y- ' -~ 'x#zvz#y) .  
An important co~tsequence of the existence of such a relation is that equality on X 
is stable, i.e. 7 -Tx=y-+x=y.  ff {X~: ic l}  is a family of sets each with an 
apartness #,, their product X~ ~x~ is given the product apartness, defined by f#  g 
iff 3 i c Lf( i)#, g(i). 
A strict part:d order < on X is a transitive, irrettexive binary relation; we call 
< separated iff it satislies 
(i) Vx, yeX( -7x<y/ , ,  -7y<x-~.x  = y), and 
(ii) Vx. y, zcX(x<y- ->xKzAz-<y) ,  
since these conditions precisely ensure that the relation x # y, defined by (x < y v 
y <x), is an apartness. 
The sense of "finiteness" used throughout this paper is that of being 'enumerable 
by natural m.,mbers', lhat is, beil~g of the form {x.} . . . . .  x,,.~} for some n esN. 
where the .,:is need not be distinct. 
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1.3, Topologies 
Here we introduce topol~:~gies via 'open' sets; the cla:~sical alternative, via 
"dosed' sets, is discussed in Sectitm t/~. 
A topology on a set X is a set O'(X)~P(X) such that X~O'(X), VU, V~ 
0'(X).(U D V) ~ O(X), and V°~/~ •X) .  U 0g ~:i0.(X). Interiors, neighbourhoods, 
neighbourhood (sub)bases, convergence of filters and sequences, subspaees and 
product spaces, are all defined as usual. 
A function F between spaces X and Y is continuous (written F: X ~-~ Y) ifl 
VV~6~(Y).F-~(V)E~(X); if Y is a continuous image of 2(.. we call Y a quotient of 
X. Troelstra [20] considers various other notions of continuity of functions from 
an intuitionistic standpoint; in relation to Section 1.4 we may observe that 'closed 
contirmous' functions (i.e. such that inverse images of closed sets are closed) need 
not be continuous in the above sense. Another distinction that will be relevant is 
that of functions F which are only 'sequentially continuous', that is, if x,, -*,,x in 
X, then F(x,).-%~F(x) in Y. (Note: x, y . . . .  range over X, and U, V , . . .  over 
6~(X), generally.) 
Example. (i) The largest opology ',m a set X is the discrete one with ©'(X)= 
P(X). 
(ii) The smallest topology is the trit;iat one, with just the opens ~= 
{x ~ X I (l ~ cb}, for 4~ ~ {0}; since ~ = U {X ] 0 e 4}, it must always belong to any 
topology. Classically of course we get just X or ~), as every tb is either ~ or {0}; 
with intuitionistic logic we think of the subsets of {0} as identified with '~oroposi- 
t ictus ~. 
(iii~ The order topology of a strict partial order < on a set X has as a subbasis 
the open intervals (a, b )= {cia <c <b};  as an example we have the rationals. 
(iv) The space oA of Dedekind reals consists of the set of cuts (L, U) in the 
rationals uch that L and U are inhabited, disjoint, open (in A), closed downwards 
(respectively, upwards), and 'close together" in .the sense that (p < q--~ p ~ L v q 
U) (as introduced in Fourman and Scott [4, g.6, for example]). The order < on 
is a dense separated order, and we give .°A its order topology, for which the 
rational intervals (p, q) form a basis. The weak order ~ on ~ is defined by x~<y 
iff ~ny<x,  and the closed interoal [x, y] is the set {z ] x-<-z~<y}. 
We consider the alternative definition of reals by sequences of rationals in 
Section 5. 
(v) A metric on a set X is a function o:XxX- -~gt  witl-~ the usual properties; 
the corresponding metric topology has as a basis the open spheres $(x; 8 )= 
{ycX lo (x ,y )<~} for x~X,  Se~.  
(vi) Baire space ./¢ consists of all functions a :N -~ N, with as a basis for its 
topology the sets V(n) = {a t u ~ ~} for u a finite sequence of natural numbers. For 
a ~ N and k ~ N we write &(k) for the sequence (a(0) . . . . .  a (k  - 1)). 
The standard classical construction, via continued fractions, establishes an 
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homeomorphism between 2¢' and those reals in [(), 1] which are irrational, in the 
strong sense of being apart from every rational, Cantor space is defined similarly, 
consisting of aU f~mctions ~ : N ~ {(t, 1}. 
1.4. Closed sets 
The first main point of divergence of the const;uctive theory from the classical 
comes with the status of 'dosed' sets'; we find that the classical duality between 
'closed' and 'open' breaks down completely. 
Definition. If A is a subset of a space X, its closure cl(A) is {x IVU~x3y~ 
(UNA)};  A is closed iff A =cl(A), and dense iff el(A) =X: 
Remarks. We may proxe as usual that cl(A) is the least closed set containing A, 
and that the complements of open sets are closed, but other classical properties 
fail constructively, by the proposition following. There are, of course, many 
classical equivalents of this notion of 'closed' set that we could consider instead; 
some of these we found useful in Grayson [6] (see also the lemma of Scction 5.2). 
But none behaves really any better than this, the most natural and useful of the 
possibilities. 
Proposition. The following facts hold constructively for 
(i) The union of ~wo closed sets need not be closed. 
(ii) The complement of a closed set need not be open. 
(iii) The class of closed sets does not determine the class of open sets. 
Proof, (i) We have c1([-1, 0]Of0, 1] )=[-1,  1], but there are reals x~[- lo  1] for 
which we do not know (x~0v( / '~x) .  
(ii) {0} is ckTsed, but (N\{0}) is not open since there are reals x(: 0 for which we 
do not know x#0.  
For (i) and (ii) one may use either traditional intuitionistic 'weak counter- 
e~amples', or the models of Section 2.4 below. 
For (iii), however, we claim that in certain models as described in Section 2 one 
can add open sets to the topology without altering the class of closed sets; the fact 
that in other models this is not possible implies that 'weak counter-examples' will 
not work here. (The details of these facts appear in Grayson [7]~) 
2. Heyting-valued models 
What we refer to as 'sheaves' in our title are introduced here by means of 
g2-sets, where g2 is a complete Heyting alg~bra (cHa); for the equivalence with 
sheaves ee Fourman and Scott [4, Section 4]. These cHa-valued models general- 
ise the well-known topological, Beth and Kripke semantics for intuitionistic 
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first.order logic, arithmetic and analysis ([3, 12, 14, 16, 17, 24,26] etc.). We will 
be mainly interested in topological models, but it tarns out that the general 
ella-valued models at-e needed for some independence r sults in topology and 
analysis (see Sections 5 and 7). Further gcneralisation leads one to sheaves over 
sites (and to topoi: Johnstone [10]), but so far such models have not proved 
helpful in topology; another generalisation, permutation models, is used in the 
appendix. 
We note that, mainly for our own aesthetic satisfaction (or sense of consis- 
tency), we will be trying, as far as possible., to handle the models themselves 
'constructively' as well; if we have to reason about a model 'classically' we will 
always indicate the fact. 
2.1. Constructions on sQ-sets 
We sketch here the basic definitions and constructions for Heyting-valued 
models, relying on Fourman anti Scott [4] for details. Since we are not concerned 
with 'completeness' of 12-sets explicitly here, certain points can be simplified. 
Definition 1. A complete Heyting algebra (cHa) is a complete lattice (I2, ~<, v,  V, 
A, A) satisfying the distributive law, for p c 12, A ~_ 12. 
pAV{q lq~A} =V{p/ '~q lq  EA}. 
T is the top element V 12, and 3_ the bottom one A l~. We write (p--->q) for 
V {r'p/',r<-q}, and --np for (p--, .i_). 
An 12-set (Nven a cHa 17) is a set A with an equality evaluation [.=.~: 
A < A --~ 12 satisfying 
(i) Va, be A.~a = bH=i[b = a]~, and 
(ii} Va, b, c ~ A.lla = b~]Al[b = c~a = c~. 
We then set [[Ea~=l[a = arJ, which measures the extent to which the element a 
'exists'; we may have tiEa~# T, sil,ce we are thinking of the elements as being 
'partial objects'. 
A predicate on an 12-set A is a function ~P(.)II:A ~ 12 such that 
(i) ¥a  e A.KiP(a)~<~IIEalL , 
(ii) Va, b e A.UP(a)]/, ,q.;; = b~'~P(b)]]. 
A function between ~.: sct~ A, B is a function F(.) : A ---> B such that 
Va, b e A,[ja = b~/~ tE(F(a))~<~RF(a~ = F(b)~. 
(Here we are allowing functions to be partial internally; also, the equivalence with 
'functional reiations' from A to B only holds when B is 'complete' - - s.~e 
Fourman and Scott [4, 8.11]). 
Relations and functions of several arguments are understood as predicates a~d 
functions on the appropriate products (defined as belov.). 
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Example. (i) The constant g2-set X fm a set X just consists of the set X with 
~x = y~= V {Tt x = y} (compm'e Example (ii) of Section 1.3). 
(ii) The product of g2-sets A0 . . . . .  A,~+.+ consists of the set (A0× " ' "  x A,,-0 
with 
i l(a0 . . . . .  a°_ , )  = (b0 . . . . .  b,,_,)~ = A ~a, = b,~. 
i<n  
(iii) The power-set ~(A)  of an _O-set A consists of all predicates on A with 
liP --- O~ = A {IIt'(a)ll ~ liO(,~)~ I a e a} .  
In this context we write also ~[a ~ P~ for [P(a)l]. 
Definition 2. The evaluation of closed terms o- and formulae 4', of a higher-order 
language with types for Q-sets and constants for their elements, is defined so thai: 
licr~ belongs to the appropriate C2-set, and l i4'~ ~. Full details may be found in 
Fourman and Scott [4, Sections 5 and 7], We illustrate with some key clauses: 
Formulae: If4'/x 0]] = [[&~A [][01i, etc,, 
H3x E A.4'(x)~ = V {i~Ea Acb(a)~l a ~ A}, 
~Vx e A.4"(x)~ = A {~Fa --* 6(a)nl a e a}. 
Abstraction tern, s: ~[{x~A 14'(x)}l~ is to be an element of ) (A ) ,  namely the 
predicate 
(aa e A.liEa A 4'( a)~). 
A sentence 4' is valid (over g2) iff li4']l = T ; when discussing objects and assertions 
in these models, we speak of them as 'internal', to distinguish them from things in 
the 'external' world. 
2.2, The spaces XT 
In the case where _Q is spatial, that is, of the form ~(T) for some space T, we 
have a very elegant.and pictorial way of constructing topological spaces in g2-sets, 
which includes the constructions of the Dedekind reals and Baire space (see 
Section 2.3). This construction easily generalises to spaces of sections of projec- 
tions into T, as in Fourman and Scott [4, 8, l I and following], where they prove 
that all internal spaces arise essentially as subspaces of ones obtained in this way; 
however, for the purposes of this paper the present construction provides enough 
examples, and raises enough interesting questions, 
DefinRion 1. Given spaces X and ~/~ the O(T)-.set X T consists of all partial 
continuous functions from T to X with open domain, with 
[[a = bit = lnt{t ~ dora(a) dom,,b) I a(t) = b(t)}; 
thus also [[Ea)]=dom(a), since this is open by definition. 
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Nolation. In this context -we use 
s, t , . .  to range over T, 
x, y , . .  to range over X; 
a, b, . .  to range over X,r, 
U. U ' , . .  to range over (3'(T), 
V~ V ' , . .  to range over ~(X), 
W, W',. .  to range over ©~(Tx X). 
We set also W v = WN(UxX)  and W, ={x [(t,x)~ W}. 
Definition 2. For each A ~ (Tx  X) we define a predicate A on Nr  by setting 
[[a ~/)d = Int{t I (t, a(t))~. A}. In the case of W~_O(Tx X) we have [[~ ~_ kV~,= 
{t l(t, a(t))¢ W}, since a is continuous. We set 6(OT)={WI  W~C)(TxX)} and 
treat this as a sub-d'(T)-set of O(XT). 
Fig. 1. A picture of X T. 
The elements of X r are thus pictured as 'partial objects sitt!ng over T', or as 
'points of X varying col.tinuously over opens of T'. 
Proposition 1. G(Xr) is an internal topology on XT. 
Proof. Firstly, for any W, W'~(~'(Tx X), we find that [[Wf) W']]= WN W', so that 
©~(XT) is closed under finite intersections. Next, if 49 is a predicate on ~'(X-r), we 
set ~P={W~,~4,~I W~(3(TxX)}, and find that ~U q)[i = U ~/'; for we have, for 
any a ~ XT, 
[[a~ U 49~= V {~[a~ W/x _W~ 1WeeY(TxX)} 
={t J 3 W eO(T× X).(t, a(t~) ~ W A t eUW e 49]} 
={tl0, a(0)~ @ t#} 
thus ©~(XT) is closed under arbitrary unions. 
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Now a natural question to ask is: What (internal) topological properties of Xr 
follow from (external) properties of the space X? This motivates the following: 
Detiuilion 3. A topological property is said to be preserved iff, whenever it holds 
of a space X. it holds also of each space X T. 
Since the internat logic of the spaces Xr is intuitionistic, we can expect some 
classical equivalents of a given condition to be preserved and others not: it is then 
natural to look for formulations ,vhich are preserved, and especially for the 
strongest such formulations. In particular, any preserved property which hokts 
classically for the real ntfinbers will hoM also in all topological models, by the 
facts of the following subsection, 
The nex~ proposit ion gives an inlerprctatiol ,  for products of, and cont inuous 
function between the spaces X~ ; part (ii) is a special case of Fonrnlan and Scott 
[4,  8 .2 .% 
Proposition 2. It} I f  {X,: i~ I}  is a l .m i ly  of ~,pac,.s. ~he space ( ,X~.~: ) ,  i~ 
inlernall., homeomorphic to the imernat procluc~ X. . i  {X'~ }c, 
(it) Inlertml c.ntinuou.v futu:liotl~ floom X~ to Y , ,  whk'h e,~A¢ oc~:r lg<: C( la .  
corre.vpond u~ {¢?xlertltt( ) remlittttot¢5 f~¢tl('ti~t~; [}o~t~ ( ( / ~7 X ) h) }'. 
Pr(~f .  {il The hornc~m~orphixm b-, es~abi>,hed h: ~h,: m,~tira~ way b,~ ~hc cqtia:io,~} 
(ii) The corlcq~omic~;cc is establ ished b~, li~c cqnathm 
{+i t:(t~t(~,) f{~'.¢l{t)~. 
where t,. U d~.m~(o!. F is c~m{Jmuuis "~er  [e" and (: {f< X -=>,-, 'Y "1o ,,h~*w ~f~:a~ 
( * ) d¢lit~cs ) propcrb,, ,~}',ca f.. v~c mt>d a~,>umc lha* "t' >, f~ {*,co Scc~i~t 3. } L ~irld 
tlsc the c~:,~lli~ttity of [7 {o ~dl~r~v {~a~ 
~*(1~: b(t} ..... [ ' i . ! ,¢f  t'{b!i~: 
for. if ~{I) b{IL and 1,{,.~1{~).: V~>C( Y}, i;,, W{ ¢i!'l'.* X~ aml ~, {~y .. 
F" '(((..72).:/~ by lhc con%;,uity ~f tZ Then ~:~a< y~, s~} (~.a(~}< ~3\ so 
(t. b(¢})+; W. so t, i{hc- i.Vl!o ,,o t<:[IF(I~)q({}_L_.~j'}~. -and hence f;{b~{t)c Vo :is re- 
quired. C'~mtinui*y of f, eiw:n F. a:M vice versa, is immediate fr~*m lhc eqi lmion 
f iF 't " "~ . . . . . .  ~(U>'. V} fc, r ¥'~(~{Y). 
2,3. Dedekind reals and Baire spa{e 
Fil~tly, we find thai ,~/, ~ a1~d ,~J. act as the sets of internal nalurai  numbers ,  
integers and rationals in l t -~ts ,  inherit ing their usual str~tcture in the natural way, 
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e.g. [[S(m)]l -'= S(m), for m cs N and 
lp<q~l_=lT i fp<q,  
..L if not, for p,q~9. .  
Next, a Oedekind real in O-sets is specified by predicates L, U on ~; in case 
E2 =6 ' (T ) ,  each a ~3~-v determines such predicates L., U~ according to 
~pE Lol]= {t ] p < a(t)} 
and 
[Iq ~ U,~]= {t l a(t) < q}. 
Thu:~ each a ~ ,°.it. r gives :ise to an internal real; and conversely, every internal real 
arises {1t this way. Also, the topology on fir T given in Section 2.2 is the same as the 
order topology on ~,he reals. {For details of these assertions, see Fourman and 
SCOtt [d., 8J'~l/}}.) SO we can identify ~.j with the internal space of Dedekind 
reals. Other structure on ~R-r can also be obtained "Ix~intwise' from that on ~, for 
example, 
~¢i < b~ :: It f a( t )< btt't}, 
Similarly .~~ ac>, as f~aire spa~e m C~T>scts. each a~.'~" r giving rise to a 
fm~,cli~mai r':la~ion R,, from ~' u~ i~' according to 
{Soy Fountain and Scou {4. s. |- l}.~ 
('t~r~e>~.mding. facis hold also far C'aaltor space and the complex numbers (as 
cxpi,~ited~ f~r example, m l(o,,~ssem~ [15iL 
Example. {i~ When T :" Jr, we "have a very nice picture of 5R-r. One important 
c~cmcnl is the generic real t :-: as.< ~,ince t agrees with lhe constant 0-valued 
fu~ctiof~ {~,ttic|I we ~.vrite again a:, "0"t only at !he one point 0, we find that 
i{, ~i !};i: c. while 
{~,t #I*~ : ~t v0v  t > t~!i =: (( .-J-, O} U{~t, r-n :: T. 
So we c:m use this model very simply |o give counter-examples to various ckmsical 
properties o1' the reals: in particular, for the proposaition of Section 1.4. Proposi- 
lion 2tit} of Section 2.2 atso wovides a good 'picture' of continuous funct.;on,~ 
from reals to reals in this mode~ as continuous real-valt.ed surfaces over me real 
plane; thus one may easily draw counter-examples to classical theorems o~ 
amdysis, such as the intermediate value theorem. 
• Mot turn:; out to be trivial in this case: because 9R is locally connected, all 
elements of ,,~,'~,~ have to be locally constant. As we will s¢ • in Section 5.1. this 
rlle;l~ls that the principle A('--NN fails in this model, 
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(ii) The case T=,/¢ is (essentiaLly) that considered in Scott [16, 171, Mos-  
chovakis [ 12] and va~ Daten [26], the first of these author,::, i~westigating 81.  and 
the other  two o~,v. As might be expected, ,)";r is qarge'  .,here, and in fact the 
principle DC is valid over 6'(N). A "permutation submodei- of ../~,- is used in the 
appendix to provide a model for strong intuit ionistic ont inuity principles (see also 
Seclion 8). 
Further  propert ies of these model:: may be found in Fourman and Hyland [3]. 
Finally, as an example of the use of the m:~tions so far intr{×tuced, we prove a 
Proposiiion. Metrisubifity is presero~d. 
Pro~ff. If X is a x; :~ce with mel, ie ~,. we define" a [uncl ion o- hum ~X~ :~ X, ! Io :,n~ 
by sell ing 
for t < dora(a} &mlfb }: thu~, ~ re;Ms off di'.,lanees *Ixm~lxvb,c'. lli_- a~ ea,,y excrci.<: 
to check lhat this is ~t metric on X~..t~,r v, hiet~ lhc ~pok~g> > t~e same as lhat 
given iu Secdo~i 2.2. 
3. ~p,araffon |wincipi~ and apar~n~s 
3. I. We~k ~eparad,~m 
Wc con,ddcr hcrc e, cak form ~, of tbv ba~dc ¢~a,;~ivaI ~,ep~ra~fi~ principh: 
7~, 7v~ 7'::: str~mger f~rrns arc consM,,:rcd in S~.:clion 3.2, 
Definit ion. Wc define rc!afi,:m,~ ::, !,.v i ,: tL I, 2 on a ,~pa~:~' X by 
x .~y it~ W[/{xc U- - *v ,  (/L 
x:::y i ffV(/. V(x<U"y< V-.-.gz<~i';t°~VtL 
Then the space X is ~1~ for i : 0, 1.2 ill 
Vx, y(x ~*,y-~'x :- y}. 
Remark.  Standard formulaf ions of thcs~' principle,; start from a n%,.alb,,¢ 
hypothesis "x¢: y', that is. for 'T, ' ,  say: 
Vx, y (x¢  ) ..... 3U(xe  U,', :,,~ U)). 
But in 9t, for example, this amounts  to 
Vx, y(x¢ y --~ x#y)  
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which is not valid constructively. In the above defi~dtio.- we have just contraposed 
th.e~ into co,,ditious describing how various degrees of 'sameness' between points 
imply equality. 
. Since, for topological purtx)ses, we can always take equivalence classes under 
~{, without loss, we will generally assume the condition To, Some properties of 
these notions are given in the following: 
I~ lgt~l ion .  (i) T a ~ T~ ::~ "1". and not conversely. 
(ii} Me.ic spaces are 7), ~1~,. T~ and 7~ spaces are closed under suNpaces and 
WeMuc~s. 
(iii~ A space is Tr if[ eyeD' single-element subset is cbsed; it is 7) iff every proper 
~it~er co~werge~ to at mos! one [~inL 
{iv} 7~,. "f~ and T~ are all preserved. 
P~.  (i). {ii~ and (iii) }~st as classica!iy, iiv} We fi~,d in any X-r that for i = O, 1, 2 
~a %h[J :  lt'A{ti a(f).-,,b{t} } 
~,~,}lenc~2 .he res|all| is illIgtte( t' [e. 
~tr,3r~g ~c:~icms ~f the basic separation prir~cip|es arise when the space has an 
ap~m*m~s  reh.*rio~,, .'.~ee !)efi~fifi,m I of Section 1.2) so that we can replace the 
hy~x~1:i1<:sis °x ~ y' by one of the form "x # y': obvious examples are metric spaces 
~i~h x # y it1 t~{x, y} >'{~. Troelstra [ 191 has a notion of 'space wilh apartness', but 
{be de{h~iiions following strcnglhen his conditions considerably: the notions we 
w,e here owe ~hcir basic form Io the 'strong T~' condition of Fourman and Scott 
{4, 8.22[, which we call "Hausdorq' below. 
l)efiniltioa, A separawd space is a space X wiih an apartness # which is (i) open 
in either argument, m~d fill with respect to which each open subset is strongly 
exte~,.siom~t, tha! is 
fi} Vx .{y ly#x}~e(Xh and 
~ii} VU.. x, y(x~ U-+ (y .~¢ Uvx#y) ) .  
A space X is Hausaor~f ig it is separated and 
Vx. y~:,: #y-÷ 3U, Vt,: ~:_ U/ ,y~ V A(UO, V)=~)). 
To explain these conditions a bit we prove 
Proposl t i~ 1. (i) ill ~my separated space X we ha~e 
~[X, y(x  7# y t~-'~ :::lIJ(X C UAy~ U)).  
(ii) A space X is separated it{ it is ~1]~ and 
Via, x, y[x ~ U-- ,  (y ~z Uv.RViy e:. V Ax(~ V))]. 
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(iii) A space X is Hausdorff iff it is To, and 
YU, x, y[x e U --~ (y e Uv3V,  W(x ~ VA y e WA (Vn  W) = 0))]. 
P~oof. (i) Since -7(y # y) and {x Ix # y}~ 0(X), we have (x # y -~3U(y~ UA 
x~ U) at once. Conversely, if x¢ U and y4 U, strong extensionality of U (see 
dehnition above) gives x # y. 
(ii) If X is separated, we find that x =0 Y iff -7 (x # y), whence X is To; and the 
other property is immediate from (i). Conversely, if X satisfies these conditions, it
is easy to see *,hat defining # as in (i) makes X separated. 
(iii) is now immediate. 
Remarks. (i) tells us that in a separated space the apartness i  uniqudy deter- 
mined by the topology; thus we can speak simply of a set with a topology being 
'separated', and (ii) characterises these spaces directly, from which we see that this 
is a 'T~' condition (written sometimes as 'T~'). Similarly (iii) characterises the 
Hausdorff spaces as satisfying a strong 'T2' condition (written sometimes as ~T('). 
We give examples of such spaces in the subsection following; here are some 
more properties of these notions: 
Proposition 2. (i) We have d~e following scheme of implications, and no others: 
T, ~ T~ ~ Tf ~ T~. 
(ii) T~ and T~ spaces are closed under subspaces and products. 
Off) A separated space X is Hausdorff i q its apartness i open in both arguments at 
once, i.e. {(x, y) I x#y}~' (X2) .  
(iv) T~ is preser~d, but not T~. 
Proot~. (i) The implications which hold are easy (for Ti'g~ "/~ prove (x~iy)  iff 
-q(x# y)); for counter-examples see Section 3.3. 
(ii) as classically. 
(iii) If X is Hausdcrfl and x.#y, let xEU. yc-V; and (UfTV)=~;  then 
(x, y)~ (U× V) and (U× V)g{(x', y ' ) lx '#y '} ,  so this set is open in X 2. Con- 
versely, if this set is open in X 2 and x#y (in a separated space X), let 
(x, y )a (Ux  V} and (U× V)c{(x', y ' ) Ix '#y'} ,  by definition of 6'(X2); then Vx'~ 
U, y'< V.x'#y',  so UC7 V=~). 
(iv) If X is separated, we would want naturally to define ~la#b~= 
{t I a(t)#b(t)} on XT; but, by (iii), this will only be open in general when 22 is 
Hausdorff. In this case we find then that if a(t}~ V, b(t)~ V' and (Vf-? V'I=f/J, 
then 
te~a~('Fx l~)Ab~_ (Tx V')AITx V)D(Tx  V__.___') :.: ~)]]; 
and for strong extensionality of opens, if te~ae W], let teU,  a(t)¢ V and 
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(Ux  V)c_W, so that for any i) (with t<dom(b)), either a(t)#b(t) or b(t)e V, 
whence t e [[a # b v b E W~. 
For the counter-example when X is only ';eparated we use the standard 
pathological 'T  a but not T 2' space 9~ U {0}, where 9)~ has its usual (order) topology 
and 0 is given as basic neighbourhoods the complements of finite subsets of °3~. 
This X is T~ but not T2 since Vxe~..x~O. Now let ac=X~ be the identity (At.O, 
and define b ~ X~ by 
b(t)={to for tyrO, 
for t = O. 
To show that b is continuous at O, let U={O}U(~\{po,...,p,_~}) be a basic 
neighbourhood of O; then let p < 0 < q be such zhat, for p~ =/= O, p~ < p or p~ > q, so 
that, for all t in (p, q), b(t) is in U. Now ~a = bl] = (~.\{0}), and so ~-l ~a  = bl] = T; 
thus equality on Xr is not stable, and X.r can have no apartness on it (see Section 
1,2). 
l~emark. In view of this last fact, our notion of separated space is slightly 
unsatisfactory; still it arises very naturally in the examples below. 
3.3. Examples 
(a) As an example of a T2 space which is not separated we have the discrete 
topology on P({0}); this set can have no apartn~ss on it, again because equality 
between its elements is not stable. 
(b) The order topologies of separated orders (see Section 1.2 and Section 1.3) 
are separated and ~/½, but need not be Hausdorff even if the order satisfies the 
Law of Trichotomy (Va, b(a < b v b < a v b = a)). (We retrieve this situation for 
dense separated oi'ders in Section 4.1.) The proofs of the positive facts are 
straightforward: the apartness associated with the topology turns out to t,e the 
same as that associated with the order, namely a #b iff (a <bvb <a).  For the 
counter-e×ample consider the set A = {0, 2} U {1 I &}, for any given sentence ~, with 
its usual order; this satisfies the Law of Trichotomy, and 0 # 2, but 0 and 2 have 
disjoint neighbourhoods iff (4, v -n qS) holds: 
for if ( -% c), (d, oc) were disjoint neighbourhoods of 0, 1, then 
either c=2 and d=0,  so that I~A,  and hence -n49, 
or c = 1 or d = 1, so that 1 ~ A, and hence 4~. 
Thus we would be able to derive the Law of Excluded Middle if such topo~ngics 
were always Hausdorff. 
(c) Metric spaces arc HausdortI, with x # y iff O(x, y)> 0; for, if 0 < 8 <½0(x, y), 
then S(x;8)DS(y;8)=~; and if 8>0,  (O(x,y)>Ovo(x,y)<g,), i.e. 
(x#yvyeS(x;8) ) .  
(d) On any set with apartness # we have the strongly extensional topology, 
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consisting of all subsets which are strongly extensional with respect o # (condi- 
tion (ii) of the Definition of Section 3.2); this topology is separated, and is dearly 
the largest separated topology' with the given apartness. This embedding of sets- 
with-apartness into separated spaces is in.fact lefl-adjoint o the 'forgetful functor' 
taking the underlying apm'mess of a separated space. 
4. Regularity and complete regulari~ 
4.1. Apartness of points from sets 
We start this section by defining some useful relations that make sense in any 
~apace, but behave best in separated spaces; they are atl derived essentially from 
Troelstra [19, 22, 23]. 
Definition° In any space X we define for x~X,  A, BcX  
x#A iff 3U~x.  Uf3A =~) (x 'apart from' A), 
-7A = {x t x # A} = hlt(X'\A ), 
A .x B iff (-TA Ulnt(B)) = 32, 
A tB iff ( -1A U -7 B) -- X, 
A is located iff VU, x[x~ U-* (x i~/ :Av3yc(UNA)) ] .  
Nemarks. Classically these reduce to: x#A iff x~ cl(A); -7A = (X\cI(A)); A ~- B 
iff c l (A)~ tnt(B); A IB iff cl(A)Ctcl(B)= 0; all subsets are located. It should be 
clear that constructively (in ~, say) all our notions are stronger than this. Another 
feature that will be relevant in Section 6 is that classically U= 7(X\U) ,  but 
constructively not every open need be of the form ' -~A' :  for example in ~.~ let 
W =-t({O}× ~),  so that. internally, at O, W_ is not the whoD space but has empty 
complement. 
Some elementary properties of these notions are as follows: 
(i) VA c X.-1A = -l(cl(A)). 
(ii) VA, B g X.-7(A U B)= (-~A N -~B). 
(iii) X is ~cpara'~ed iff every poil~t is located (which again shows tile naturalness 
of this noti~n). 
(iv) If X ~s separated, lhen 
Vx, y VA _<_X[x#A --+ (x ~{z:y v y#A) ] .  
Some interpretation,s of these notions in the spaces Xw: 
For Wcf.~(TxX) we find that 
~a # w~ = {r 10, a(t))# W} 
whence [[-7(W)~= (~W).  
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Farther, U ~  s is located]] iff (classically) 
i.e. over U we can pass from 'poimwise' to qocal' aparmess, We find also that 
W~j ~ Wb in the subspace (U×X) .  
4,2. Regularity 
Definition. A T~ space X is 
regular itt Vx, U[x e U--, 3V(x ~ VAcl (V)~ U)]. 
separated regular if[ Vx, U[x ~_ U--~3V.x ~ V~ U]. 
Remarks. As for the conditions To, T~, T2 in Section 3.1 we cannot expect 
formulations of 'regularity" which start from an hypothesis 'x~cl(A) '  to be 
suitable constructively; one could replace this by 'x #A ' ,  but the stronger forms 
above with 'x ~ U' turn out to hold in the obvious examples. The naturalness of 
these notions is supported also by the following facts: 
Proposilion. (i) '1-:, ~= Reg. ~=: Sop.Reg. f f  T~ ~', bul not conversely. 
(ii) Metric topologies, and the order topologies of dense separated orders, are 
separated regular. 
(iii) Topological grotlps (having continuous multiplication and inverse) are 
regular. 
(iv) (Separated) regult~r spaces are closed under sub, paces and products. 
(v) (Separated) regularity is preserved. 
Proof. (i) The implications are straightfo1~ard, and counter-examples to 'T2~ 
Reg" may be found as classically; as a space which is regular but not separated we 
have again the discrete topology on P({0}) (see example Section 3.3(a)). 
(ii) In a metric space we have S(x; 6) ~. S(x; e) when ~3<e. whence separated 
regularity follows. If (A, <)  is a separated order which is dense (i.e. Va, b(a < 
b --, 3c.a < c < b)), observe first that the open intervals form a basis for the order 
topology (not just a subbasis), and then that if a < a '< b '< b, then (a', b') ~ (a, b); 
so the topology is separated regular. 
(iii) If G is a topological group one may prove, as classically, that for each open 
neighbourh~d V of the unit e, if U ~ e is chosen (by the continuity of the group 
operations) so that (U -~.U) ~ V, then e l (U)c  V; thus regularity holds, but the 
topology may not be separated if, for example, equality on G is not stable (,~ce 
Section 1.2). 
(iv) as classically. 
(v) Suppose, in some XT, that t~t[a~ W], that is, (t, a(t))e W; then we can 
find U, V with (t, a(t))~ (U × V) ~_ W. Now if X is (separated) regular, we can find 
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V'~a(t) with cl(V')c=V (or V'~ V), and then t~t[ae(U×V')B, while Ug  
t[zI(Ux_V')c_~(U×V)~_ W~ (or U~[(U× V;)c~(Ux V)_q: W~). Thus Xr is also 
(separated) regular. 
,4.3. G3mplete regulariO; 
Foll'~wing from Section 4.2 the following is a natural candidate for 'complete 
regularity', and this choice is ratified by the validity of TychonotFs Embedding 
t ~leorem. 
Definition. A ~/~ space X is completely regular iff 
VU, x[x~ U--, Nf( / ' :X~ [0, 1]A[(x)= 0/xVy(f(y) < 1 -+ y~ U)). 
Proposition. (i) Completely regular ~ separated regular, ana not conversely. 
(ii) Metric topologies are completely regular; and completely regular spaces are 
closed un,~er subspaces and products. 
(iii) (Tychonoff's Embedding theorem) Ece, ry completely regular space is 
homeomorphic m a subspace of a product of meNc spaces. 
(:iv) Complete regularity is preserved. 
Proof, (i) If xc U and f :X  "" ,[0, I] is given by complete regularity of X, set 
V=f  '([0,~)): then x~ V, and for every y, either f (y)< 1 or/(,y)>~, so V,r. U; 
whence X is separated regular, and counter-examples to the converse may be 
fom~d as classically. 
(ii) In a me{ric space, if x~ U, let S(x; ,3)<_ U and set ](y) =: Min(& O(x, v))/8. 
and complete regularity follows. C!o:mre under subspaces arid products is 
straightforward. 
(iii) Let X be completely regular and set A={f ' ! f :X  ~"+[0. I]}: just as 
classically, then, we embed X in the product [0, 1] 'x by the function & such that 
Vf ~, A Vx e X.4,(x)(f) = f(x). 
Now 4) is proved one-one and continuous as usual; for exarnple, if x # y. let x ¢ U 
and y~ U, and then let l: be provided by complete regularity, so that t'(x)= 0 and 
[(y)= l, whence qS(x)#4~(y). For the continuity of ~b*: il' xE U, let /" be again 
provided by complete regularity, and set V= {ce ~[0, I]A ta~f)< 1}; this set is 
open and contains 4)(x), and (V f"irge(&)) c 4~(U). 
Thus tb is an homeomorphism of X with a subspace of [0, 1]/', (Combining this 
with (ii): completely regular ~ subspace of product of metrics.', 
(iv) Let X be completely regular and suppose that (in X,t  *.,~[a ~ W~, so that 
(t, a(t))~(Ux V)g W for some U, ~Z Let .f:X ~--~,[0, 1] be provided by com- 
plete regularity for 'a(t)~ V'; and then, l-~y the con lim,ity of a and f, let t e U 'c  U 
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r N2 cts and Vs,sU'.f(a(s))<~. Finally let g : (U  X)~-~Nt  be defined by g(s,x)= 
2(f(x)--f(a(s))), so that Vs~:: U'.g(s, a(s) )=0;  while for se  U', if g(s, x )< l ,  then 
f(x) < ~--f(a(s))< 1, so x ~ V. Thnv,, by the equivalence establishe I in Proposition 
2 of Section 2.2, the internal continuo~.m function (over U') from X.r to ~T 
represented by g satisfies the requirement.s for comple*c" regularity. 
5. Dedekind and Cauehy reals; Bake and Cantor spaces 
5.1. Cauchy reals 
We consider now the more usual (constructive) notion of a 'real number' as the 
limit of a sequence of rationals; the possibility in our models of this being 
essentially stronger than the notion of 'cut' used above is the main reason for our 
preference for this latter notion. 
Definition !. The Cauchy reals 0]~, are the subspace of N consisting of those reals 
which can be approximated by sequences of rationals: that is, for x e 0~, x e ~ iff 
3f:  N -~ ~ Vk ~tn Vnt ~ n. Ix - f(m)l < 2% 
Further. for Ac_~, we write A" for (A Ng?').  
Remarks. Assuming the principle AC-NN (see Section 1.1), of course, all Dede- 
kind reals are Cauchy, since 
Vx~Vk 3p~O. lx -p i<2 k 
But in O'(~)-sels, since Baire space contains only locally constant elements 
(Example (i) of Section 2.3), a~l internal sequences of rationals must be locally 
constant oo; hence all Cauchy reals are locally constant as elements of ~ ,  while 
the generic real L ( = M./) is nowhere constant, and hence not Cauchy internally. 
Thus the Dedekind and Cauchy reals differ considerably in this model (but see the 
remarks at the end of Section 5.2); in particular, the principle AC-NN fails here 
(see Fourman and Hyland [3] for further discussion). We could, as is often done in 
constructive treatments, define "Cauchy' reals as those which c~:n be approximated 
by sequences of rationals with a given rate of converge~ace: but all the assertions 
of this section about !:rt': would apply equally to this class. 
Definition 2. A Cauchy seque~tce of points of a metric space X is a sequence {x~} 
such that 
Vk kln Vm, m'~u.p(x,,, x ,c) <2 -k. 
A Cauchy filter on X is a proper filter ~ such that 
V k 3x ~ X.S(x ;2-k)~ 9:. 
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Then X is :,equet~,ce-Qlilter-) complete iff every Cauchy sequence (filter) converges. 
(Note: Filter-c,)mpleteness in this sense is proved for ~ in Stout [18],) 
Remarks, One tnay easily construct (as classically, for uniform spaces) a 
sequence- (,or fiLer-)completion of any metric space; clearly .~ is the filter- 
completion of ~2. amd ~ its sequence-completion, a d we have seen above how 
these can differ il~ our models, thougk assuming CAC" makes the two kinds of 
compk:tion coincMe for any space. Filter-completeness i  the appropriate notion 
(as classically) when we generatise to uniform spaces (which we consider in 
Grayson [8]):. this is in fact the notion used essentially by Burden and Mulvey [2] 
for Barmch spaces, since there is a natural uniform:oty induced by their 'open ball' 
structure. 
5.2. Compacmess ia-i the reals 
DefinRiotrl. A space. X is compact ifI all its open covers have finite subcovers, that 
is, if o?! cz: (~(X) and U 07/= X, then 
3cro  . . . . .  u,, ,~ .  U u~ =x, 
i <e~ 
Remarks. Thi's is just the usual notion of topological "compactness': the various 
models described in this section show it to be incomparable with the condition on 
metric spaces of being totally bounded and complete, adopted instead by some 
constructivists (e.g. Bishop [1] and, originally, Brouwer). Classically, the unit 
interval [0, 1] is compact, and intuitionisticalty this is usually derived from 
assumptions about Baire or Cantor spaces (see Section 5.4). We will see how it 
can fail in our modc'ls in Sections 5.3 and 7.2. 
Pr~posillen 1, [f [0. I] ~ is compact, ~'(g~) and O(N~ are naturally isomorphic as 
ella's (written: ~)'(N'5)~()'(°J~)), i.e. by the function U ~-~ UL 
Proof° Wc need first a 
Lemma, I[ X is se;)arated regular and A c X is a corn ~act subspace, then 
VU(Ac  U~-A  .~ U). (This is a constrttctive versMn of t}le classical ['act that 
coml.~act subspaces are closed; [ -1 ,0 ]  U [0, 1] is an example of a compact subspace 
of ~Y~ which is ,~mt closed canstructit~ely---see the Proposition of Section l,e ) 
Proof. If X is separated regular~ each U is covered by {V { V ~ U}: so if A c U is 
compact, let ~,~ . . . . .  V,,_~ be a finite subcover of A. Then A c__ U~ .... V~ ~ ~L 
Returning Io th,e proposition: the isomorphism will take U to U ~, and we need 
just to k~low that this is one-one; equivalently VU, V(l.J~g V .... Uc  V). So let 
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U~ V and x.q U, whence x~[p, q ]~ U, say. Now [p,q]" will be compact since 
[0, 1] "~ is, while [~),q]¢G V, so [p, q]~: V by the lemma; but -m(x#[p,q]~), so 
x~V.  
Remark, This proof easily generalises to give ©~(X):~(Y) when X is a dense 
subset of ~/such that Y has a neighbourhood basis, of sets A for which A f3 X is 
compact; we wilt need this fact in Section 5.4. 
Proposiiion 2. Compactness i preserve& and so is the condition 
~(~) ~_~ (~(c~). 
ProoL If X is compact and te~(U W)=XT]] for W'~_0('/"×X), then X~ 
U { W, 1 W e ~4P}, whence { V [ 3 U ::I W e ~V(t ~ U A ( U x V) c__: W)} covers X, a~ad 
we have a finite subcover V~ . . . . .  V,,_~, with U~, . . . ,  IS,,_ ~ and Wo, . . . ,  W,,_:e 
:/¢ such that Vi<n( te  U~A(U~ × V~)c_ W~). 
Then t ¢ U = ~ .... Ui, and 
I u×x)~ LJ (u,'/. v,!~= U w. 
so that tel IXr = 13~<, ~_V~n; whence X:~. is compact. 
Next, if ts[[(~V)~ ~_V'~, let xs  (W,)~': then a = ;tt, x is internally Cauchy, so that 
te]tac(W)~~ whence ts{lae W'~, i.e. x :: a(t)e W~. Thus (W,)~c_ Vcf, and f f (~)~ 
O(6Jt) externally gives W, ~ WI. But this was for any t, so (W~c_ W'--~ W~_ W') is 
valid internally, as required. 
Remarks. These two propositions combine to show that both [0, 1] and [0, 1] ~ m'e 
compact in all spatial models, so that our counter-models must use non-spatial 
ella's. They also show that o~ and ~" may be indistinguishable in their topological 
properties even when they differ very much as sets; it is still an open problem to 
find some (first-order) topological property about which they differ in some model 
(the same applies to the first-order theory of their order and apartness). 
5.3. A failure of fJ(N)~-0'(~ ) 
We describe here a model introduced in Fourmal~ and Hyland [3] to give a 
failure of compactness for Cantor space; we strengthen this (by Sections 5.2 and 
5.4) by sLlowing that 0'(~)~ (O'(N~) fails in their model (this seems also a more 
natural arid .~imple application of its properties). 
Detinition i ,  An open subset U of a (separated) space T is coperfect iff 
Vt, U'((U'-~t)c_ U--~ U'c- U) 
where (U'-n t) abbreviates (U'iq-7{t}). We write K(T) for the cHa of copericct 
opens of T, under inclusion (see Fourman and Scott [4, 3.5] for details). 
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Remarks. It is not hard to see that this notion corresponds classically to that of 
being the complement of a perfect closed set; our present form seems to be the 
right version co~structively, at least for the present applications. 
DellnDion 2. An element p of a cHa ~ is weakly connected iff 
Vqc: Y2(p<~(qv ~q)--> p~qv p < . "7q), 
f/ itself is locally weakly connected iff 
Vp E gLp .-<- V {q ~< p ] q weakly connected}. 
(This corresponds to the topological notion of weak connectedness introduced in 
Section 7.1.) 
Lemma. K(~ '2) iS locally weakly connected. 
Proof. First observe that the intersection of two coperfect opens is again coper- 
fect, and that, for any open U, Int(~z\U) is copeffect; thus A and --7 on K(~ 2) 
are the same as in ~(gtz). 
Next we show that (UU-1U)  is coperfect when U is, whence (Uv-7U)  in 
K(~:) is just (ULJ "7 U): 
Let U' be an open rectangle in ~2 and suppose that (U'-m l)_c (U U-1 U): then, 
as (U'-qI) is itself weakly connected in ¢).(oc~) (see Section 7.1), we obtain 
(U'-~t)GU or (U'-~I)G'qU, and U being coperfect gives U'c_(Uv~U) ,  as 
required. 
Finally now we can show every open rectangle U' to be weakly connected in 
K(°J~2): If U' c (U v -n U) in K(:~2), we gel U',.G (U a -t U) by the above~ and then 
( ' c  U or U'c -lld since U' is weakly connected in 6,(~}. 
ProposRion, Over K(,(-)~2}, ()(ff~} ~-~ ()(~). 
Proof, As K(,o2 e) is local[ v weakly connected, tile Cauchy reals appear inlernally 
as locally constant objects (see Fourm:m and Hyland [3.2.3JL 
So we define an open predicate P on the 1)edekiud reals over K(~ z} for which 
Vxc~.~xeP~= T, but some internal real a has t[a~-P~¢ T: 
For each xe?/t '~et U~ = ~((x,,~}×{0}), and U '= ~(( -~,x)×{0}),  so that 
U~, U" both belong to K(~2}: and (U~ ~ U ' )= T in K(~21, because (~-7(x,  0))g 
( u, u u'). 
Now for each internal real a (which we think of as specified by evaluatkms 
[[q<al], [[a <q~ in K{~2), for qe~.) we set 
IIac PII= V (u,,/,Ilq < a])v V {LI;AIa <q~j). 
Then we find that P is open in the intern: I topology on the reals: For any internal 
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real a, U , /~q < a~a ~ P~, so U, ,~(q, c¢) c_ p~], and similarly U~<~(-o% q) _~ P]]. 
So U~t,[q<a]~l[a~(q,~/~)~P~ and U ' , / , [ la ,<q~a~( -~,q)gP~,  and hence 
tla e I : '~ V ([[a ¢ (q, c,:~)¢ P~v[[a e ( -% q) c P[I) 
q 
~<[[3p, q ~ O.a e (p, q )_  P~, 
as required. 
Next, for each x in ,~ (here ~p<x<q~=(t2<x<q)  ^=V{T Ip<x<q})  w~ 
have ]Ix ~ P]]= (U~ v U'~)= T, so that P includes all cff ~% 
Finally, if we take ~ to be the 'generic' real with ~p <t  <q~= ((p, q) x ~), we find 
that IIL e P] = -'n (~/x {0}) 7 ~ T. 
5.4. Baire and Cantor spaces 
Corresponding to compactness of [0, 1] fo:- the reals we have for Baire space 
the principle of Bar Induction, which we co:,sider in the form (BI) of Fourman 
and Hyland [3, 2.32, which is equivalent to the usual principle of 'bar induction 
with monotonicity'. Fourman and Hyland pit,sent various models for and against 
BI; we give a counter-model toone of its top,Aogical consequences in Section 6.3. 
Similarly for Cantor space we have the Far, Theorem (FT), which we take to be 
the assertion that Cantor space is compact. ks is well-known BI implies FT, so 
that the following proposition completes th~'~ chain of implications (without AC-  
NNI: 
BI ~ VF ~ [0, 1] ~ compact ~ [0, 1] compact; 
in particular, VF fails in the model of Section 5,3, tl',ough it holds in all topological 
models, by Proposition 2 of Section 5,2. 
Proposition. 17F --% [0, 1] ~ compact. 
Proot. We map Cantor space continuously onto the subspace [0, 1] u of [0, 11% 
consisting of those reals which have binary expansions, by taking a to 
Y c~(i)/2 ~.  Thus, assuming FT, [0, 1] h is compact, being a quotient C Cantor 
space. Then we can apply the generalised form of Proposition 1 of Section 5,2 (in 
the remark following the proof), and obtain that [0, 1] ~ is compact also. 
6. Normality 
6.1. Some notions of normality 
]Detinltlon. A separated space X is 
(~A,  -qB)-normat iff V A, B ~_ X[ A ] B -.+ ::IC, D c_ X .A  c~ C [ D ~x B ], 
(-7 A, V)-normal i lt VA ¢.Z.-X V V[A ec V ..-+ :::! W.A ~: W ~ V-, 
( U, V)-normal iff V U, V[ U tO V = X --* ::1W.(U U W) = X = (V U -7 W)]. 
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Remarks. The relations ' ~" and 'I' are defined in Section 4.1 ; the reason for the 
names we have used for the above notions i~ that the '(mAo V)' (and 
'(-TA, -7B)') forms correspond to the '(U, V)' form restricted to the cases where 
'U '  is of the form ' - ' IA '  (and 'V '  of the form ' -1B ' - - see  the remarks of Section 
4.t). Fhus the notions become successively stronger down the list, but the 
differe~ces are not very great. 
We motivate these notions as follows (althol:,gh it will be seen that none of 
them are completely satisfactory, in later subsections): The purpose of 'normality' 
in the classical theory is to be a purely topological condition which implies the 
existence of continuous real-valued functions eparating disjoint closed se~.s, Now 
if / :X~[ ( ) ,  l] and we suppose that A~f - I (O)  and 8_~/-~(1), we find that 
A IB; so 'normality" must start from a disjunctiw~ hypothesis uch as 'Al l3", 
rather than, say, the weak classical equivalent 'e l (A)Ael (B)= W. Going further, 
__ ~t (  1 - - I  2 D=[  ((.~,1]), we find that A C IDT:B ,  then, and setting C - f  [0,.~) and 
just as in the definition of (~A,  -7B)-normality. 
If we turn to the usual construction process for continuous real-valued func- 
tions, ; ia Urysohn's lemma, we find that standard proofs use repeated 'interpola- 
tions' according to [A ~ B --~ 3C.A o: C~ B]. Thus (-hA, V)-normality seems to 
be the natural form for this proof constructively, and then we get (using DC): 
VA c_ X V VIA ~ V ~ 3[(f: X .... --, [0, t ] A A c f ~(0) z, f"'([O, 1 )) ~_ V}]. 
From this it follows that (-7A, V)-norma! ~ Completely Regular, and one may 
also obtain forms of Tietze's Extension theorem R)r this notion. 
Finally (U, V)-normality is the natural "open set' strengthening of these ot er  
notions; thus it is more in line with our general r ethodology, and easier to 
evaluate in our models. It fits in nicely with questions about finite open covers: for 
example, a space is (U, V)-normal iff every finite open cover has a finite open 
-refinement (where M :x -relines ~ iff VA ~ M 3B e N.A ~ B); and in a ( U, V)- 
normal space every finite open cover has a finite open star-refinement (in the 
usual sense). We have also the following, tying, in with notions from previot, s 
sections: 
Proposition, Every compact Hausdorff space is ( U, V)-normal. 
Proof. If X is compact Hausdorff, we prove first that X is separated regular: 
If xc/-L we have V : '~X[y~ UvZlV(y~ VAx#V)]  
as X is Hausdorff; thus 32 is covered by 
{u}o{Vlx# v} 
and this has a finite subcover {U, V~ . . . . . .  V~_l} with Vi<n.x#Vi .  Then, if 
V= ~(Ui~-,, vi), we have x~ V~- U. 
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Next for normality: If (UIA V)=-- X, X is covered by {W[ Woc U , /W~ V}, and 
this has a finite subcover {W0 . . . . .  W,,, ~} wilh, say, W0 . . . . .  Wk_l~ V and 
Wk . . . . .  W,,_j ~x U. Then, if W:=(~i<k Wi), we have (UUW)=X=(VU-nW) .  
Relation to Troelstra [19, 22]: In these papers cer*,ain kinds of space are 
generated constructively from given sets of objects (which we will call here the 
'basic sets') structured in some way; in [19] this was a relation of 'intersection' 
between basic sets, and in [22] one of 'strong inclusion'. In [19, 3.2.11] various 
further conditicms are proposed: N6 corresponds to a '( 'mA,-nB)-normality' 
property for basic sets, and N8 to '(-hA, V)-normality'; note also that N7 
corresponds to the 'separated regularity' of Section 4.2. Finally, the crucial axiom 
$4 of [22] is also a '(-qA, V)-normality' condition, replacing '~ '  by the strong 
inclusion relation "R'. Thus the topological notions defined above are 'latent' in 
these papers, although we discovered them independently. 
6.2. Normality in the reals 
By the Proposition of Section 6./, [0, 1] is (U, V)-normal when it is compact; in 
particular, them in al~ spatial models, and when FT is assumed. We can extend 
this to the whole of OR when DC holds (Proposition 1), but there is a (spatial) 
model where o~ is nm (L,~ V)-nonnat (Proposition 2). The same things apply also 
to the Cauchy reals. Note that when ©'(~)~©'(~), ~ and ~ have the same 
normality properties; the relation is not clear in general however, 
Proposition 1 (Assuming DCL If [0, 1] is (U, V)-normal, so is ~. 
(~[tm converse is also easily ,seen to be true.) 
P¢ooI. Supposing that ~- - (UU V), we use normality of [0, 1] (and hence of all 
closed intervals) to choose successively (by DC) opens W,, such that [ -n ,  n i t  
(UU W,,)N(VU-1W,,) while (W,.,1 f~[-n, n] = (W,, ffl[-n, n]). Then, setting 
W= U,, (W. ffl(--n, n)) we find that (UU W) = o~= (VU - W), as required. 
Proposition 2, There is a space T such that °a~r is not internally (U, V)-normal. 
(Note, however, that this still leaves open the question of (~A,  V)-normality.) 
ProoL We use here a trick from Fourman and Hyland [3] (see also Section 7.2): 
given a space T, we set T*= UFU {*}) and let A ~ ©'(T*) iff (A ff~ T)~ ~(T) and, if 
=It ~ A, then * E A. Thus every inhabited open of T* contains the "generic' point 
Nov,' taking T= 9~ itself, we set 
w= ({,}x ~)u  U {(It} × (~-~, t+ 1))j te0~} 
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and 
IV' = ({* } x ~) U U {@} x (t, ~,)) l t e .~}. 
Thus (W U IV') = (T* x f~); now suppose IV" has also (W U IV") = (T* x c;t): For 
s>t+ 1, (t, s)¢ W, so (t, s)c W', hence (% s)~ IV"; so we have {,}x 3'/~ W", But 
then "-J W"= i'l-"~ that (W'U m W"t : (Ux  ~) camlot held for any U in 6~(T'*). 
6.3. Normality in Baire space 
Just as in ~'~ we find that (U, V)-normality for N follows from constructively 
acceptable principles, but may not hold in our models. 
Proposition 1. Assuming BI artd CAC; N is (U, V)-normal. 
Proof. If (UUV)=N we can prove by bar induction that, for each finite 
sequence a, 3 IV. V(a ) _~ ( U U W; CI ( V U -q W): 
For a~a¢ we have aE  U or a~ V, whence V(~(n))~ U or V(ddn))~ V Ibr 
some n, and we can take W= ft or ,,~", respectively; so we have a bar which is 
obviously monotone. For inductiveness, uppose we have such a 'W" for each 
u*  (k), and choose such a one, Wk, for each k, by CAC; we can then set 
W= Uk (W~ n V(u * (k))), and obtain V(u) _~ (UU W) N(VU m W). 
Proposition 2. "Dwre is a space T such that ,fit is not (-qA, V)-normal. 
(Note that this fact, together with Proposition 2 of Section 6.2, means that 
neither (-qA, V)-, nor (U, V)-normality is preserved.) 
Proof. (This example is taken essentially from Nagata [13] as a case of a space 
whose product with some metric space is not normal.) 
Let X be the subspace of irrationals in [0, 1], which is homeomorphic to 3" (see 
Example (vi) of Section 1.3); let T be [0, 1] with its usual topology excep: that, for 
each irrational t, {t} is open. Set T' = (T\9). We now argue classically abou: Xr: 
We put 
and 
W~=(T'×X)= U ({t}xX)~©'(T×X) 
W,, = {(t, x)l t~ x}~ C;(T × X), 
so that (W1 U W0) = (T x X), and, since Wo = -7(x, x) I x ~ X}, Wo is internally 
mIa}, where a = hx ~ T'.x. 
Now suppose that (TxX)=(WoU1,V)=(W1U-1W) ,  and set, for each n, 
V,, ={~ ~_ T'] ({t}x S(t; n- i))_~ W}; as (t, t)¢ Wo for t~. T', we have U ,  V,, = T'. 
We will deduce finally that Us ~_ (,~ n 73 Vn.s # V,,, which contradicts T' being of 
second category in T: 
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Given s~(~.NT)  and n~N.  let t~T '  and Is-t[<(2n)-12 Since (s , l )~Wb 
( s . t )#W,  so let m~2n and (S(s ;m-~)×S(t ;m-~))nW=~; we show 
S(s; m-l )n  V,, = ~ and we are home: 
Let l s - f l<m "~ and t '~T' ,  so that I t - . t ' l<m~+(2n)~n -~, whence t~_ 
S(t'; n ~'~) but (t', t)¢ W, so t'¢: V,,. 
(Note that, in this example, T is totally disconnected, so that DC holds in 
()(T)-sets; then also ~ is (U, V)-normal and BI fails.) 
6.4. Normality in metric spaces 
In general metric spaces we cannot prove any of the above strong 'disjunctive' 
: fo,-ms of normality; the best we can do seems to be the following weak form, 
derived essentially from Stout [t3]. (As we saw in Section 6.l, we cannot expect 
to be ~fole to derive the existence of continuous real-valued functions on such 
spaces.) 
Proposition L Every melric space X is weakly normal in the sense that 
V A,B ~ X[(A c_ -nB A B cz --nA ) 
---~ 3U, V(c!(A)_~ UAcI(B)_c VA(UN V)-~)] .  
Proof. Given (Ag  ~BABc_  mA) set 
U={x [~3>OIS(x; 8)F~B=OA =Iy~S(x; 6)NA)} 
and 
V~-{xl3,S>O(S(x: ~)nA = ~A3ye S(X; ~) n B)}. 
Aitt~ough, by Sections 6.2 and 6.3, our stronger forms are not always preserved 
(even for metric spaces), we do have the following 'partial' preservation: 
Proposition 2. If X and T are both metric spaces, then Xr is (U, V)-nornml (if we 
assume, as classically, say, that all metric spaces are (U, V)-normal). 
Proof. Suppose that U ~_ [~ ~Vo U ~V~ = X-r~, in X- r, that is, (U x X)c_ (W0 U Wt). By 
our assumptions, (U × X) is metric, hence (U, V)-normal, and we can find W such 
that 
(U× X)~ (W,,U W) N (W~ U-1 W); 
that is, 
U c [[( _W,, U W) = X.r = ( W~ U -1 _WIll. 
Remarks. The usual constructive way of expressing the 'normality' which metric 
spaces do have, is by restricting the sets to which it is to apply: In Troelstra 
[19, 22] these are to be the 'basic' sets (see the end of Section 6.1); that is, in a 
metric space, the open (or closed) spheres. In Bishop [1], for example, they are 
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to be metrically located, that is, the distance flmction O(X, A) = inf{o(x, y) I Y ~ A} 
must be defined for all x; then, for such A, B, A !B  iff Vx.(o(x, A)+O(x, B))>0, 
and, when this holds, we can set f (x)=p(x,A)/(#(x,A)+o(x,B))  giving 
[ :X  ~'"~,[(),1] with Agf~(O)  and B~f - I (1 )  (as in the motivation for 
(-TA, qB)-i lormality in Section 6.1), 
7. Connectedness 
Z 1. Two notions of connectedness 
Definition. A space X is 
weakly connected ift -73U, V [UUV= XA(ur7  V)=OA3xc~ U/x3xe V], 
strongly connected ifl: V U, V[ U U V = X/~ 3x e U/x ::Ix e V .-~ 3x ~ ( U CI V)]. 
A subset A o[ X is clopen if ( Int(A)LJ -qA)= X; a sequence (Ua . . . . .  U,,) is a 
chain iff Vi < n,Bx ~ (U~ C~ b~ ~ ~), and a partition iff 
, U~ = XAVi<i<~L(U~ n U i) = ~AVi~n.3x~ U,). 
(Here n >- 1, of course.) 
Finally, X is locally weakly (strongly) connected iff it has a neighbourhood basis 
of weakly (strongly) connected subsets. 
Remarks, Troelstra [21] considers 'connectedness' conditions involvi~g closed 
sets, while we have followed our usual method and used opens: his main interest, 
however, is in spaces with 'covering properties' as in Section 8.1, and there the 
notions coincide. 
Both our notions have the u~ual closure properties, e.g. under quotients, and 
both are preserved (Proposition 1); we find some differences between them in 
Sections 7.2 and 7.3. The tollowing proposition also relates them to familiar 
classical equivalents. Note that, fl ,- :very '45 .-q {0}, q~ = {x ~ X 1 ()-c 4)} is both closed 
and open, hence the need for om strong notion of ~clopen ~set here. In any space 
each point has a weak (strong) component, which is closed and weakly (strongly) 
connected. 
Proposition 1, (i) X is weakly connected, if[ it has no finite open partitions; also, if[ 
91 a~d X are its only clopen subsets (assuming X inhabited). 
(ii) X is strongly connected iff every finite open cover by inhabited sets can be 
arranged as a chain (with repetitions). 
(iii) Both weak and strong comwctednes,~ arepresert~d. 
l~:oof, (i) Weak connectedness of X says precisely that X has no open partitions 
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by just  two subsets. Conversely, if (Ut, . . . . .  U,~) is a partition of  X ,  we have 
contrary to weak connectedness. 
Next, if A is clopen and both A and (X \A)  are inhabited, that contradicts 
weak connectedness; whence A =0 or X. Conversely, if U, V are such that 
[ U tO V = X A =Ix E U A =Ix e V/, (U  tO V) = 91], then U is elopen but not ~ or X. 
(ii) If [U  U V = X,', :Ix ~ UA =Ix e V], {U, V} is a finite cover by inhabited sets; 
arranging it as a chain immediately gives =Ix~(Uf3 V), Conversely, we can 
arrange a cover {Uo . . . . .  U,} as a chain by induction on n, when X is strongly 
connected: The case n= 1 is immediate, Given {Uo . . . . .  U.~:} a cover by 
inhabited sets. arrange the cover {U~ . . . . .  U,,_ . (U.  UU,,+ O} as a chain 
(V,, . . . . .  Vk), say, by induction hypothesis. Without loss V k =(U, ,U  Un+l), so 
=Ix ~:i (Vk_ ~ D(U. O U,,~ 0);suppose thenthat=ix e (Vk_ ~ C'~ U,,). Bystrongconnected- 
ness we have =Ixe(U,~,,U,,)DU.. .~. so let =Ixe(UiDU.+O. If i=n.  
(V~ . . . . . .  Vk-t, U.. U.~.~) is the required chain; otherwise, let Vj= U~, so that 
(Vo . . . . .  Vk.~. U,. Vk~ . . . . .  ~'~. U,,+L) will do. Similarly if 3x~(g~. .qDU.+~) 
instead. 
(iii) We prove the two facts simultan,:ousty: if tE~[3a~ WA=Ia 
t:V'/, ( W_ to W') = X.r~ in XT. then (=Ix E W~ A 3x  ~ W~ A ( W, U W[) = X). Thus the 
strong connectedness of X would give 3x ~_ (W, D Wg, that is, t e ~3a ~ (W C3 gj')~, 
and the strong form would follow for X.r. Alternatively, if X is weakly connected, 
W~ D W'~ ~- 0. so that t~wr l  w'= 0J] and the weak form follows for X-p 
7.2. Cnnnectedness in the reals 
We find here that the weak form of connectedness is provable for 3,  and the 
strong form follows fron~ constructively acceptable principles (Proposition l). It is 
also true in all topological models (by Section 7.1), so we (must) give a ron- 
topological counter-e×ample; this is essentially due to Fourman and Hyland [3], 
but again our use seems a more natural and simple application of its properties 
(Proposition 2). 
P~oposifion 1. 3,  9F. and all their intervals, are weakly connected. They are also 
strongly so if ~ C-NN hotels, or if [0, 1] (respectively [0. 1] ¢) is compact. (The weak 
form is proved in Stout [13] also.) 
Proof. We prove the weak and strong forms for 3 ~, noting the differences as w~ 
go: Suppose that (UU V=3~A3XC - UA~Xe V), so that we can find Fo, q~,c~ 
wilh p~ U, qo~ V. We will define t,~o _ r ., . -  sequence.~ "tP, i., {q~. in U, V respectively, 
as follows, setting r,: = {(p,, + q.): 
(i) if r .~O.  set p,,+l= r,~ and q,,+~=q,,. 
(ii) if r,, e V, set p,,~4 = p,, and q,,.~z = r.. 
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We know already that r ,e (UU V), and so for weak connectedness, where we 
assume also thai (UN V)=fJ, just one of cases (i), (ii) must hold; for strong 
connectedness we need AC-NN to 'choose between' these two possibilities at 
each stage. 
I~1 either case, then, we obtain Cauchy sequences in U and V with a common 
limit x ~ fftL Now if x ~ U, since q,- -%x, q,~ ~ U for large enough n; but then 
% ~ (U f7 V), which will contradict he hypotheses for the weak form, and will be 
the desired co~clusion for the strong one. Similarly if x-~ V. 
;ainally, assuming that [0, 1] is compact, we show that .~ is strongly connected: 
the. proof for a~  is exactly similar. 
Let ~=(UUV)  and, without loss, xeU,  y~V and x<y.  Then ix, y] is 
covered by {(p, q) t (i0, q )c  U or (p ,q )c  V}, and compactness gives a cover 
{(Po, %) . . . . .  (p,,_~, q,,..~)}, say, with (Po, q0) . . . . .  (Pk-~, qk -~)- c -U and 
(!)k, qk), • • •, <P, l, q,- i )  - V. Now, setting U' = Ui<k (Pi, ql) and V' = 
Uk,~-i<,~ (Pi, qi) we have 
either (U '=~vV'= 0) 
or (3ze  U 'A3z¢  V'A(U'C-I V') = 0) 
or ~:¢(U 'NV ' )  
since all intersection relations between rational intervals are decidable. But the 
second case contradicts the weak connec :edness of ix, y] already proved; while, in 
the first case, (x~(Uf lV )vye(Un V)), an& in the third r4z~(Un V); thus 
stror~g connectedness holds. 
For the next result we need first the cHa K(~) of coperfect opens of ,~ 
(Definition 1 of Section 5.3) and then the construction of K(N0* as the cHa of 
subsets U of (~U{*}) such that (UN~Jc .K (~)  and, if 3teU,  then *~U 
(compare the definition of T* in the proof of Proposition 2 of Section 6.2). 
Proposition 2. In K(N)*-sets, the Dedekind reals are not strongly connected; hence 
[0, !] is not compact (this fact is proved directly it~ Fourman and Hyland [3]). 
Proof, By Fourman and Hyland [3,4.2], all Dedekind reals in K(N)*-sets are 
eonst{ lnt ,  so  we can define 
~[x~PI]={*}U(-~,x) and [IxeO~J~{*}U(x,~) 
for each x in ~, and find lhat P, O are open and cover the reals inlernally, since 
( ( - -%x)v(x ,~))= T in K(~), Also U~,~x~P~]=7=U~aHxeQ]] ,  so that 
~3x~ P~= T =[~3xE Q]J, while ~3xc(Pg lQ)~= {*}g: T. 
7.3, Applications 
Weak connectedness turns out to be the right form for obtaining facts about 
(0'(T)-sets for 'connected' T. The generatisation of this notion for el la's (Definition 
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2 of Sectior, 5.3) is used by Fourman and Hyland [3] as a condition making Baire 
space locally c,,,stant (or 'simple",, and making Bar Induction with decidability 
valid in g2-sets. 
Strong connectedness i  needed (no~ surprisingly) for constructive counterparts 
to classical theorems on the existence ~if continuous functions from the reals into 
'connected' spaces. Here are two examples: 
(a) Homeomorphs of ~: Classically these are exactly the spaces which are 
separable, connected and locally connected, and sucf ~hat "he complement of 
each point has exactly two components. For a constru,~:tive version we take X to 
be a separated space (Section 3.2) such that 
(i) X has a dense subset {x, [ n ~ N} with :q # xm for n ~ m, 
(ii) X is strongly connected and locally weakly connected, 
(iii) every point 'disconnects' X into two weak components, that is. for each x, 
there are weakly connected U, V which are disjoint and inhabited, and such that 
(uu  v )  = -7{x}, 
(iv) every such 'disconnection' arises from some point, that is, 
VIi, V[{ [.J D ~/);= OAVI', y(x#y - ,  xa  (UU V)v y E (UU V)) 
-~ 3z~ (uu  v)]. 
We just describe here the general scheme of the proof, indicating how the 
various conditions on X are used (see also the comments below): 
Conditions (ii) and (iii) enable one to define a dense separated order < on X, 
for which the order topology is the original topolo~j on X. Condition (i) provides 
a countable dense subset which (by the usual proof; countable choice is not 
needed here) is order-isomorphic to the rationals. Finally (iv) allows this to be 
extended to an isomorphism with ~J~, since any 'Dedekind cut' in X is a 
'disconnection' of the right kind, and (iv) provides a corresponding point of X. 
There are two points to be made concerning the assumptions on X: 
(i) Condition (iv) holds for ~ (using the fact that ~ is filter-complete), but 
fails, for example, for ~ ,  or the space ( -~,  O]U[O, ~), which do, however, satisfy 
all the other conditions; if x is any real for which we do not know x~ ~ (or 
x~0vx~0) ,  then {y t y<x} and {y]y>x} disconnect ~ (or ( -~ ,0]U[0 ,~) )  in 
the right way, but there is no point of !~ ~ (or ( -% 0]U[0, ~)) to correspond. 
(ii) Strong connectedness is used in the proof to show, for example, that < is 
dense: if x < y, then 
[xc  (-0% y)A yE(x, oo) A (-oo, y )a  (x, co) = X] 
so that strong connectedness gives 3x e ( -% y)f~(x, oo), as required. Of course, 
the strong form cannot be strictly necessary for the result, since Yt itself need not 
be strongly connected (Proposition 2 of Section 7.2). 
(b) Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem: This classical result characterises the con- 
tinuous images of the closed unit interval as those spaces which are connected, 
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locally connected and compact. We may imitate the usual proof (e.g. Willard 
[27, §31]) constructively, and show that, if X is compact, strongly connected, 
locally strongly connected and complete for some metric, then X is a quot ientof  
[0, 1]. Again we just sketch the proof. 
By compactness and local strong connectedness we can cover X by strongly 
connected sets Ao , . . . ,  Ak of diameter at most 1; by strong connectedness of X 
we can assume these to be arranged in a chain (Proposition l(ii) of Section 7.1), 
with (without loss) A~ = Ao, ,so that there are points xo . . . . .  xk-j with x~ E 
(A~ DA~+,). Then we repeat he argument for each A~, tr~ get a chain of strongly 
connected sets B~, . . . ,  B~ of diameter at most ½, covering A~, with & ~ B~ and 
x~ ~ c B~,. To continue this process ad infinitum we need to use the principle of 
Dependent Choices (DC: see Section 1.1 and comment (ii) below). Finally, we 
define a function F : [0 ,1]  .~"~X, firstly by setting F(i/k~-l)=x~, for i--': 
0 . . . . .  k - l ,  then by having F(i+(tJk~))/k-l)) belong to (/JIQBI+t) for j=  
1 . . . . .  k~ - t, and so on. Thus F is defined on a dense set of rational points, so has 
a unique continuous extension to the whole of [0, 1], since X is assumed complete 
(see comment (i) below); F is then onto X, since the values of F; for the rational 
arguments initially considered, form a dense subset of 32. 
Several points need to be made here 
(i) The space [0, 1]n[1,2]  is not conolete (see Section 1.4), but it is a 
quotient of [0, 1], as may be seen by setting 
/ Min(3x, 1) for x<} 
f (x )= lMax( l ,3x_ l )  for x>{;  
thus completeness i not necessary for the result. On the other hand, ([(l, 1)U 
[l, 2]) again satisfies all the conditions but completensss, but it is not a quotient of 
[0, t] it we assume the reals to be 'unzerlegbar' {see Section 8. I); so some further 
condition of tl~is kind is needed constructively. 
(ii) Dependent Choices is used in the proof to choose the seqnence of 
successively finer covers; wilhout DC the result can fail: In U(~)-sets (where we 
already know that AC-NN fai ls--Section 5.1) there is a subset of the plane 
which satisfies all the conditions above, but is not a quotient of [0, 1]. 
liii) The strong form of connectedness is used in the proof for arranging covers 
as chains. Again, it is not strictly necessary for the result, as [0, 1] itself need not 
be strongly connected. Also, it turns out to be rather difficult to construct 
examples of metric spaces which are compact and weakly commcted, without 
being strongly so; a paper is currently i:', preparation in which we deal with 
commcted and compact spaces in more detail, together with the notion of 
chain-connected metric space (i.e. where, for any x, y and e>0,  we have 
x =: xo . . . . .  x,., = y such that Vi < n.p(N, x i ~ l ) < e ). 
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8. Continuity prindp|e~ 
8.1. Covering properties 
Definition 1. A space X is said to nave the countable covering property (ccp) iff 
every countable cover has an open refinement, that is, if X= I.J,~A,, then 
X = L J,, lnt(A,). The finite covering property (fcp) is defined analogously. 
Remarks. The ccp for Baire space is just the familiar 'Brouwer's principle for 
numbers' (WC) which can be written as 
¥a  3n.A (<~, ~0-+ Va ~k, n VC~[a(k)= Ig(k) -* A(~8, n)]. 
Troelstra [23] (and [20, 21]) considers various applications of this principle in 
intuitionislic topology; in particular, he deduces the ccp for every separable metric 
space. We consider here some consequences of the cop and fcp in the general 
context: 
(a) Continuity of functions: If X has the ccp, then every function from X into a 
separable metric space is contimmus, In particular, then, Brouwer's principle 
implies the continuity of all functions from X to W and from ~ to N. The validity 
of these consequences over ©Wv') is shown in Scott [16, 17], Moschovakis [12], van 
Oalen [26]; we obtain a very general result of this form in Section 8.2. 
(b} Unzerlegbarkeit: An immediate consequence of the fcp for any weakly 
connected space X is that X is 'unzerlegbar', that is, 
-tBA. B ~X[A  UB = XA(A  NB)=O/~Bx~ A A=lx~ B]. 
In Fourman and Hyland [13] it is observed (essentially) that this property holds in 
the model ~a: Suppose that P, Q are predicates on ~ and 
U~[(PUQ)=~A(PNQ)=f IAa~ P/~b~ Q~ 
with U some inhabited interval (so, to). Then let so< s~ < t~ < t(~ and define c e ~ 
so that 
c (s}=t  m' )  for se(s,~s~], 
' [b(~) for se[t~,t~). 
and c is linear along [s~, t~], 
Then 
(s,,, sO~_~a = c~, so (.so, sO ~ilc ~- Pn 
and 
while 
(t,, ~,,)~tlb = eli, so (~, ~o)_l[ce OIL 
(UN{[c~P~f'I~c~Q~=~ and U~_~[ceP~tO[[c~O~. 
Thus we get a contradiction to the weak connectedness of U. 
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(c) Weakly extensional topologies: Another consequence of the fcp, for any 
separated space 3(, is that its topology is uniquely determined just by the equality 
relation!: Define A cX  to be weakly extensional (compare Example (d) of 
Section 3.3) iff 
Vx, y[x~ A ---> (y6 A vx~ y)]; 
then, if X has the fcp, every weakly extensional subset is open: For, if A is weakly 
extensional and xcA,  X: . , (A U(X\{x})) by definition, ae, d the fcp gives X= 
(Int(A)U-7{x}), whence x c lnffA), Conversely, if X is separate& all opens are 
strongly (hence weakly) extensional. Thus X must have the topology consisting of 
all weakly extensional subsets. One corollary of this is that its apartness is 
determined by its equality according to 
x#y iff Vz(zC xvz~ y); 
this fact has been observed before (e.g. van Dalen [25, p. 71]). 
We now use the above result to show that, for X Hausdorff, the internal space 
X.r can never have the fcp. In particular, then, WC must fail in all our (full) 
spatial models; the possibility remains open still of finding a (full) model for WC 
over some cHa. We describe a submodel of N~,., in which WC is valid, in the 
Appendix: see also Section 8,3. The present proof is essentially a generalisation of
the proof of van Dalen [26] that WC fails in N.x: 
Let X, T be any spaces, with X Hausdorff without isolated points; we define 
(classically!) a predicate P on XT which is strongly extensional but not open, 
internally. Set 
~Ea if a( t . )  = xo, 
{la~ P~= [(Ea\cl({ta}) otherwise, 
for some fixed to~ T, xo6: X. If t~ ~a ~ PA t20~, then 
either t~cl{{t~}), so t 6:lib c Y'~ 
or t 6: cl({to}). ~o b(t) = b(,'~,) and a(t)= a(t,) = xt,. 
In this second case further 
either b(to) = xo, so t ~ lib ~ P~ 
or b(to)~a(t,), so t6:~a#b!J. 
Thus P is strongly extensional° but not open, since, for a = (At ~ "l]x~), [~a 6 P] = T, 
while to¢-~[a c hat(P)]) as xo is not isolated. 
8.2. Validation of B~vuwer's Theorem 
In contrast o the situation of Section 8.1(c) there are many topologica! models 
h~ whicl~. "continuity of all functions' is valid (see Section 8.1(a)). The following 
result gives quite general conditions on a space T sufficient o obtain the validity 
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over T of Brouwer's thet~rem, that all functions from reals to reals are continuous; 
note that uni]brm continuity on closed intervals also holds, since compactness i  
preserved (Proposition 2 of Section 5,2). It should be obvious that our proof 
generalises to give continuity of all functions from XT to Y'r for any limit spaces 
X, Y and T such that there are 'enough' continuous (partial) functions from T to 
X; in particular, if T is first-countable, zero-dimensional, without isolated points 
(as exploited in Hyland [9]). 
"lheorem. Brouwer's theorem holds over any space T w'tich is completely regular, 
.f~yst-countable and without isolated points. 
Proof. (This will be a classical proof, but see the Note at the end.) Since "~T is 
aiways 'complete', we can identify (Fourman and Scott [4]) internal (total) 
functions, which exis~ over some U~(9'(T), with D-set functions F:~,r - - ,~Lc 
which are total over U (i.e. Uf"l~Ea~E(F(a))~ for all a). Then, just as in Prop- 
osition 2(ii) of Section 2.2, we can associate with F a function f : (U  x ~) -~ 
by the equation (for t E U ndom(at)  
(*) f(t, a(l)) = F(a)(t). 
But now we cannot appeal to the internal continuity of F to show that f is 
well-defined and continuous: we exploit the special properties of T to establish 
these facts in the following two lemmas, from which the theorem is immediate. 
Lemma 1. (*t defines f properly, that is, 
if a(t)= b(t), then F(a)(t) = F(b)(t) for t~ U. 
Proof. (The idea here is ei~sentially the same as in Scott [16].7 Given a(t) = b(t) 
for t~U we want to find ce~T such that zedom(c) and t 
cl(~a =: c~) ncl(~b = cI]); for then we get ¢ ~ cl([lF(a) = F(c)~) Ncl(~F(b) -~ F(c)ll), 
whence F(a)(t)= F(c)(t)= F(b)(t) since the functions F(a), F(b), F(c) are all 
continuous. Let U' = U Adorn(a) ndom(b).  
It is not hard to obtain from the conditions on T a function g : T -£!~ [0, 1] and 
a sequence ~,~ --,,,t (in U') such that g( t )=0 and g(t,,+~)<g(t,,) for al n. Choose y,, 
such that g(t,,~ ~)< y,'< g(t,). Then there is a (unique) continuous c defined on U' 
such that when y,~g(s)~y,,_ . l  (taking y_~ = 1) 
if n=0 mod4, c(s)=a(s). .. 
if n=2 rood4, c(s~=b(s), 
if n= l  mod4, c(s)=[b(s) .(y, -g(s))+ 
a(s)" (g(s) -  y, ~ ~)] • (y,, = y~,,~)-~, 
if n = 3 mod 4, similarly, interchanging a and b. 
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Continuity ff)llows from that of a, b and g; and, for all n, t4 , ,~a=c~ and 
t4.+2 ~ lib = c]l, as required. 
Lemma 2. f is conti, mous. 
Proof. Continuity in 't' is immediate, since, for a =(At~ T.x), .f(t, x)=F(a)(t),  
and F(a) is continuous (on U). We prove (sequential) continuity of f: let 
(t,,,, x,.) -->,,~ (t, x), and choose by the conditions on ~ and continuity in 't', t;.--%, t 
such that t~+~ {t; t~ . . . . .  t~} and 
(*) ]f(t~,,,x,.)--f(t,,,,x,,,)[<m -~ for all m. 
Next we use complete regularity to obtain g :T~[O,  1] such that g(t)= 0 and 
g(t~.+l)<g(t~,,) for all m. 
Now we want an ae~T such that a(t)= ~ and a(t[,,)=x,,, for all m: se! 
y,. = g(t:,,) and let h :.~-~'~> ~ satisfy h(0)= x and h(y,,,)= x,. for all m (e.g. h 
can be piecewise linear since y., --~0 and y,,,+~ <y.,  for all m); then a(s)= h(g(s)) 
will do. 
Finally, for such a. since F(a) is continuous, F(a)(t',.)--.,.F(a)(t), i.e. 
](t:,,,xm)--%,]'(t, x). Combined with (*) this yields the required ]'(t,.. x.,)---%, 
/'(i. x). 
Note. The above proc.fs are easily constructivised using CAC, to gtve sequential 
continuity of the function f; the really non-constructive step is to deduce 'full' 
continuity from this (see Section 1.2 and Troelstra [20]). There seems to be no 
way of getting round this: it also seems that we cannot even derive internal 
seq~ential continuity of F constructively. 
8.3. WC without paran~eters 
Our object in this subsection is two-fold: Firstly, to isolate the essential features 
of van Dalcn's [26] proof of 'WC without parameters' in ,,*'~- in a way that does 
not refer to matters of language; this provides a motivation for considering the 
kind of model for full WC defined in the Appendix. Secondly, to obtain a 
generalisation of his result in the spirit of Section 8.2, which wilt apply in 
particular to the models ~:. and ~.  
Definition. We consider here homeomorphisms 4, between opens U, of a space T. 
and T itself. If X is any space and b ~ XT has dora(b) g U (wMch we can write as 
be  Xu), we define do(b) by setting &(b)(do(;))= b(t) for t~ dora(b). 
A predicate P is fixed by dO iff Vb c Xu.l[P(do(b))~ =do(~P(b)~). Finally, the space 
T is homogeneous iff for all points s, t and opens U with tE U, there is a U' with 
t c U'___ U and an homeomorphism dOof U' with T such that <5(t) = s. 
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Remarks. Such 4~ thus act on Xr  by 'shifting' and 'spreading' in forming tb(b) 
from b. A predicate P is then fixed by d) iff its values 'shift' and 'spread ~ in the 
same way. Now it is easily seen that the predicate (hb~?.V.r.~A(b)~) is 'fixed' by 
any such homeomorphism when 'A(c~)' is a formula of analysis (i.e. with variables 
ranging oral; over N and Baire space) with no parameters other than 'c~'; it is 
essentially t'. s property which van Dalen exploits in his proof of WC for formulae 
'A(t~, n)' without further parameters, in the model N~.. The theorem which 
follows extends his proof to the reals over more general spaces 7"; just as with 
Brouwer's theorem in Section 8.2, this generalises to models XT where there are 
'enough' continuous (partial) functions from T to X. 
Theorer,,~. The ccp holds in f~,q. when we consider only countable covers by 
predicates which are fixed by ecery homeomorphism of Z and when T is first- 
countable, completely regular, homogeneous and without isolated points. 
Proof. Let P~. P~ . . . .  be such predicates on ~. ,  and suppose that t~lI~,,~ Pm= 
~-r~, but t~lIU,. Int(P,,,)=~.r~. Unravelling this (classically) yields: there are an 
x~ and points s.--%,t and elements b,,~gt-r with b,~(s)---~.s, uch that 
s(k. , .~ [[Pm(b~k. m~)ll fc: all k, m. (Using here T first-couatable and without isolated 
points.) 
The idea now is (as in van Dalen [26]) to obtain an a~-r  'combining the 
virtues of the b~'s': that is, to find t.--~.t and a E ~T and homeomorphisms ~b,~ 
with ~b,~(s.) = t.,, with t .~a  = 4~.(b,~)ll and t~dom(a).  Then. since t~l[U.,  P.~ = 
~r ]  we must have t~k.,.~P.~(a)~ for some m and all large enough k. But then 
t~k.,,.~UP~.(4J(k..~))lL whence s~k.,.~P,.~(b~k.,,,~)~ as ¢k fixes P,., and we have a 
contradiction. 
Finally, to construct he necessary objects: Just as in Lemma 1 of Section 8.2 let 
g :T -~ [0, 1] and t . -% t, with g(t)= 0 and g(t,,+0< g(t,,) for all n; set xo = 1 
and let g(t , ,+0<x.+l<y.+~<g(t, , ) .  Next, as each b,, is continuous and T is 
homogeneous, let s,, ~ U,, ~_ dom(b,,) and tb,~ be an homeomorphism of U. with T, 
with ~k,,(s.)= t,, and Vs e U,,.!b.(s)-b,,(s,,)l < 2-". Now we can define a :T~ 
by specifying a,,t)= x and 
(i) if y.+x~< g(s)~<x,,, a(s)= b,,(&X~(s)), and 
(ii) if x,,+t~g(s)~y,,.~, 
a(s)=[I),,(~b2~(s)) • (g(s)- x,,+O+ b,,~t(ch2~t(s)) 
• (y.+~ - g(s))] • (y,,+~ - Y~+ 0- ' -  
This is the required function since, in case (i). a(s)= (&.(b,,))(s) by definition. 
(Compare this with the definition of 'c '  in Lemma 1 of Section 8.2.) 
Remarks. Our detinition of 'homogeneous' space was designed ex-ressly for the 
statement of this theorem; in the case of T = N or ~ we need consider throughout 
only homeomorphisms of the whole of T with itself. In the model Jr" H one may 
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further analyse the kind of homeomorphisms needed and require that predicates 
only be fixed by tlmse. The model for full WC defined in the Appendix is 
obtained by giving a iair!y restricted class of homeomorphisms (whose definition is 
derived from papers fly KroF) and considering a st~bmodel of .K.~o in which 
everything has to be 'fixed' by these; the validation of WC then follows essentially 
the pattern of van Dalen [26] (,and the above theorem) for 'WC without 
parameters'. 
Appendix: A model for WC 
In Krol' [11] a model for intuitionistic analysis is sk :tched in which, it is stated, 
the principle WC, amongst others, is valid; however, no details of proofs are 
given, and the definition of the model uses rather unfamiliar notation. Our 
purpose here therefore is to describe his model in more familiar terms and to 
supply tile details of our own proof of WC in it. Extending these techniques yields 
also the validity of CAC, Bar Induction and Kripke's Schema. We describe briefly 
in Section A.3 the general theory of permutations on f?--sets, of Milch the pre:;ent 
model is a special case. 
A.I .  Description of the model 
Notation. We will be working basically "within" the familiar m~tdel .v.,, but using 
slightly different n,~tation so as to facJlilate comparison with van Dalen [26, 
Theorem 3.2.2]: ~, ~', n, 0 . . . .  range over the total elements of ,v ,  (which in fact 
~generate' all of 2¢i,, ). s, t . . . .  range over ~#" (being tl-loughl of as the "base' space 
~T'); m ~3. % 6 . . . .  range over finite sequences from N: wc write t(k I for the tinilc 
sequence (t(0) . . . . .  t|k - 1)). 
We will find it useful to use tile Belh-model rmta/ion "~,!t-P" to abbreviale 
"V(u)g~P~', where V(a} = {tier g t} as usual. 
Definition 1. I_¢1 ] ' :N.-~N bc a sequence o~" nalural numbcr~,: fl~cn an f- 
atttonlor{~hism of ,3, '~ iS all hcm~omorphism & of A.' with it~.~lf st~ch lba~ Vt. n.&{t~ • 
([(tt)) - t([O1 )). If + is any autonlorphism of ,/V. wc sol, h~r c'ach (, 0(~ ~(d,i t}! : ~~t ) 
(giving a "shifl.ed' copy of ~. as in Section 8.3): then & tixe.s ~ iff d;(~'} := ,~L ol. 
equi\,atentIy, Vt.~(t)=~(<l~(t)). Similarly, & fixes a predicate P on .~'., iff 
V.Z.[IP(+(~))t] = @([[Ptfft~) (again, as in Section ;q.3}. Finally [fixes ~ for P) i t I  c~ery 
f-automorphism fixes ~ (or P). 
[,emma 1. f fixes ~ i]~ (or all t~,, h~.~", if Vn.t,,(f(n~)=: t~IfO~}) (i.e. t~. t~ 'agree 
atotlg f'L then .~(t,~) = Zj(q). 
Proof. If 0 is an f-au|omorphism, t and 6(t)  agree akmg f always, so ~(t)= 
~'(¢~(t)) if the condition hcIds. Conversely, if I}~, t~ agree along f, there is all 
f -automorphism 4) such that 4~(t0)= q; thus ~(t,,)= {(tl), if f fixes ZS. 
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Ddlnit lon 2. A sequence f is rarefied iff it is increasing and (n/f(n))--+. O. An 
element ~, or predicate P, is admissible iff it is fixed by some rarefied sequence. 
We now take the admissible lements and predicates as providing the universe of 
our model, which is treated as a 'submodel" of )¢~,A~- 
Remarks. For a more rigorous and general definition of this model we refer to 
Section A.3; in validating WC of course we need really to consider 'admissible' 
predicates of the form (An, ~.UP(~', n)]]), but all the definitions extend straightfor- 
wardly. The fact that we obtain in this way an adequate universe for analysis 
follows also from the general theory of Section A.3; the crucial fact is that if 
A(~. (~) is a formula of analysis with only the parameters ~. 0, then, if f fixes all of 
0,, . . . . .  0, ~, f also fixes the predicate (A~.[IA(s r, 0)~). Thus A(~ r) has effectively' 'no 
parameters'. 
This delinition of 'rarefied" sequence is taken from Krol' [11]. The exact 
definition is not in fact very important: the properties needed for the proof of 
Section A.2 are the following: 
Lemma 2. ff f, g are rarefied, &en so is the flmction (fA g) enumerating the union 
rq their ranges. If f is rureJied, there is a rarefied g with range disjoint from that o]" j:. 
Et~ery std~sequence oj:~t rarefied sequence is rarelied, 
Pr(~ff. Easy. (Note that if f, g fix !, rt, respectively then (fA g) fixes both.) 
A.2. Validation of W(" 
We now prove the validity (classically} of WC in ;he model of admissible 
objects and predicales, following quite closely the pattern and notation of van 
f)alcn {26, "12qeorem 3.2.2] (see also Section 8.3 aboveL We suppose that 
*i) u ¢:311.P(~.#ll~,,= T. but 
{lit I[V~ 3nl, t~ Vn(fi{m} : g(in}-~ P(rl. ~))Ji:t- T. i.e. 
tiii) B~ BsVm, n. k B6:7-2 .~lk }.[8 iF fi(m}= g(,, l / , .a IF P(r~, n}-l. 
('tv,~}sc C s as for (iiiL and let 1 be rarefied fixing { and P (by Lemma 2): again 
by l.emma 2. let g be rarefied with range disjoint from that of f and such that 
L.(m i is cobb.slant above .{{g , )}. i.e. g(m) is so large that .~(/)(m)= ~(s)(m} for al; 
t ~? ~/{~(m}} by continuity of , ,  %, . , -  
T h e n  set % :-g(g(m)} and choose by (ii)' for each m, n an r~ ...... and 8 ...... such 
that 
[a ...... 7~,~,, Aa ...... > ,],,,,,, (,n ) :: ~(,n)~,~ ...... ~ e( , , , , ,  n)]. 
Finally suplx~se ~ .,, fixes r I ....... and set k ...... = lh(6,,.,,). 
Now we want as usual to obtain a .( 'combining the virtues of the rh,,.,'s'; the 
extra complications arise from ~ having to be admissible and the 'shifting" of the 
rt,,.,,'s to be by /'-aulonlorphis;ms, 
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The first step is to replace the 6,,,,,~'s by 8;,,,.'s which are incomparable with s 
and with one another; then we define f -automorphisms &,... which 'shift' each 
.... from &.,.,, to ,~', .... and make 4~,,,.,,(~1,,**) be fixed by ( fAg):  
We take 6~,,.. to be the same as a.,.,, in every respect except at place g(m), 
where 
Jn if n < s(g(m)), 
6~,,,,dg(m)) t n+l  ff n>s(g(m)) .  
Now let f~,,.,, enumerate those elements of rge(f~,,.,,) which are >k  ...... but not in 
rge(/); similarly let g' e,mmerate rge(g)(q{k t k > k,..,,}. We define 4~,,,.,,(t) so that 
it 'swaps' 6,..,,(g(m)) and 8f,~..(g(m)) at g(m), and 'swaps' the values of t along ff, .... 
and g'. thus: 
[ 8[,,.,,(g(m)) 
| a"' 7 (g(m >) 
4~,,,..(t)(k ) = I  t(g (i)) 
[ t ( f f , , . , , ( i ) )  
t (k )  
for k = g(m), t(k) = 8,,,.,,(g(m)), 
for k = g(m), t(k) = 8',,.,,(g(m)), 
for k = f',,.,,(i). 
for k = g'(i). 
otherwise. 
Since [ and g have disjoint ranges, this is an f -automorphism, and clearly 
qS,,,.,,(V(8,,,.,,)) = V~6',,,.,,). To see that (b,,,.,,(71,,,,,) is fixed by ( fAg)  we use Lemma 
1, and suppose that h~, t~ agree along [ and g: then &,,,.,,(t~,), (b,,,.,(q) agree along 
f,,,.,, since 
~b,,,.,,(t,,)(f[,.,,(i)) = io(g'(i)) = q(g'(i)) = ,4,,,,.,j t,)(f/,,.,,(i)) 
for :~1! i while values at all other elements of rge(./i,,.,,) arc left urltouched (except 
possibly at g(m). but there again we know thai to. ft agree). So as ]', ..... fixes 
~7 ....... rt,,,.,,(¢b,,,.,(to))=~,,,.,,(&,,,,,,(t:)), whence cb,,..,,(',l,,,.,,)(h,)=4),,,.,,(~l,,,.,,}(h) (just 
notice here that q5 ...... is its own inverse). 
Here is a picture of the situation (with s(g(m )1 = 2): 
~rn O(mn o ) O~ ~(~? ~) ~'~ 2(rim 2 ) {-n nfl;'m ~)~, 
...... \ / / .... s " ,~_  "-. / 
o 
i, 
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Now we want to define ~ so that ~(s)=~(s)  and 8~,,,,, It-~= tb,,~,,,(-0.,..). Then 
assumption (i) will give a.~ It-P(g, n) for some re, n, whence 6",.~lt- 
P(c,b,,~.,~('rl,,,.,~), n); so 8,..,, t~- P(-O ...... n), as q5 ...... is an f -automorphism and f fixes P, 
and we have a contradiction to our choice of ~ ....... 8,.,,,. 
To obtain such a '~' which is also fixed by (fAg),  we make the 'character' of 
if(t) depend only on the values of t along g, thus: 
Case (a): if Vm.t(g(m)) = s(g(m)), put Z2(t) = tj(s). 
Case (b): otl e~rwise, let m be least such that r(g(ml): f  s(g(m)) and set n = 
t(g(m)) if this ~s less than s(g(m)), and ( t (g(m)) -1)otherwise .  Then put .((t)= 
rt.,,,,(t') where t '~8,  .... and for k ~>k ...... we set 
"t(g'(i)) for k Cm,,~(0, 
t'(k) = t(/f,,.,,(i)) for k = g'(i), 
[ t (k  ) otherwise. 
Now if t~,,t~ agree along [ and g, case (a) or case (b) will appIy to both 
simultaneously. In ease (a), ~'(to)= ~(s)= ~(tj); in case (b) the 'm'  and 'n '  involved 
will be the same for both, and then the derived tb, t~ agree along ~, ..... (just as for 
4J,,,,,,(to), #J~,,,,(q) above), whence ~(t~) = "q,,~,,,(t;) = "q,~..(tO = ~(q). Continuity of Z; 
follows from that of each -q ...... and the assumptions that 8 ...... It- fi.,.,,(m)= ~(m), 
and ~(m) is constant above ~.~. 
Finally note that for t _~ 8',..., t '=  qS.,,~(t), so that if(t)= qS.,..(~q,~,~); thus 8~..,~It- 
£2 = &,,,.,,(ri.,..,) as required. 
A.3. Pen nutations on [2-sets 
Permutation models for ZF-style set theories are well-known from classical 
forcing and Boolean-valued models. Similar techniques can be applied to 
Heyting-valued models fo:" higher-order intuitionistic logic. Part of the point here 
is to see that the special model described above really is Baire space within a 
certain interpretation of the higher-o'der logic, and that all the definitions there 
are in fact canonical and not ad hoc. Thi:" also provide~ a general framework in 
which to develop permutation models for intuitionistic theories. 
Definition 1. O-sets with a group action: 
If ~'2 is a cHa and G a group (with elements 7r, p, 8, identity ~), a (left) G-action 
on O consists of automorphisms p ~ p~ of O, for ~r~ G, conforming with the 
group operations as follows: (p)"" = (po)~. and p~ = p. 
Let G act thus on O. A G-action on an O-set A consists of maps a .-~ a ~ on 
A, for 7re ( satisfying: a ~''' = (a") ~, a ~ = a and l~a" = b~=[[a = b~ ~. 
We can interpret he same higher-order intuitionistic logic in O-sets with a 
group action as we did in O-sets (Section 2; see Fourman and Scott [4]): The 
(canonical) power-set of an O-set A, with G-action, consists just of ~(A)  with 
action given by UP ~ (a~)~ = ~P(a)~;  the essential lemma needed her~ is a proof by 
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inductio~a on d~e complexity of a formula 4) that for all assignments a, P , . . .  to its 
free variables ~4~(a ~, P=, . . .)~ = ~05(a, P, . . .)~L 
Locally constant ~Q-sets (especially, /Q) are given the trivial action with each 
map the identity. 
Defi~ilio. 2. hmar~at~t f).-sets with a group action: 
k,e~ ~ be a normal filter (i.e. VF~ °~VTr~ G.~rFTrt~ g ~) of subgroups of a 
group G acting on a cHa .(2. An O-set A with G-action is ~;-invariant ifT all its 
elements are (locally) 'fixed' by everything in some member of @, that is 
Then the ff-invariant .(/-sets with G-action al.~o provide an interpretation of our 
higher-order intuitionistic logic. The verification proceeds on very much the same 
lines as in the classical theory of permutation models. 
Relation to the model o1" A, 1. To see that the model described in Section A. 1 can 
bc obtained as a case of the above definitions, consider first the group of all 
auto~orphisnls 4~ of jr" acting on ©'(J~) by taking U* = 4~(U). Then the action on 
(the total elements) of Y~, given in Definition 1 of Sect}on A. 1, taking ~ to d~(ff), 
is the same as the canonical one given above, since for all m, n, 
here of course .~-~.('~' is determined by treating ~" as an qnternal functional 
relation on N" (as in Secti m 2.3). (Similarly for predicates on N~-.) 
Next we take G to be the group of admissible automorphisms of .~,, where ~ is 
admissible iff for every rarefied sequence f there are rarefied g and h such that, 
for atl f, t' in .N', 
4(t)- 'ad4t')r->t'- '~t' and ~b~(t )= J )  ~( t ' )~t¢t '  
where t--~t' abbreeiatvs Vt~.t(/(n))= t'(['(n)). 
The object of this definition is precisely to enst]re that the subgroups F t of 
admissible [-automorphisms, lk~r [ rarefied, generate a normal filter ~: on G. This 
in turn ensures that, ft~r ~ in G and ~ (or P) .~-invariant. he images (1~(~} (and 
(h(P)} are also ,~-invariant. 
Now clearly all admissible (Definition 2, Section A,1) elements of .8'~. (and 
predicates) are kT,'-invariant. Conversely. the admissible ones generate all the 
~-invariant ones. in the sense that, if a is F-invariant in J~,°~-, then 
flE(a)IIc U {[[a = ~I  ~ admissible}: 
tt, c main point here is that the automorphisms needed for Lemma 1 of Secti(m 
A. 1 are indeed admissible, so that ~' is admissible itt' it is fixed by every admissible 
f-automorphism, for some rarefied [. Note ~:dso that the automor: ism~ ,t~, ..... of 
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Section A.2 are admissible too, although in fact we checked separately that the 
images ~,,,,.,,(71.~,.) were admissible. 
Thus we can consider the arguments of Sections A.I  and A.2 as going on in, the 
universe of ~-invariant O-sets with G<tction. (I am grateful to G. K. Gargov for 
pointing out to me the need for certain corr¢~.ctions here,) 
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